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CHAP TER 1
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this work is to select a force sensor for a walking
machine.This machine will be an autonomoussix-legged robot capable of
adventuring in a variety of environments and, therefore, requiring a suitable,
reliable means of feedback from a series of sensorsproperly designed.As
the interaction between the robot and its surroundingsis primarily physical, a
force sensoris the most logical choice among the different kinds of sensors
available.
Although several six-axis force sensing devices have been developed
recently, industrial applications of these devices are rarely found [19].In the
endeavor to introduce real flexibility into the behavior of industrial machines,
or any automatedmachine, the concept of force feedbackis now generally
recognizedto be essential.In the recent past, several research and industrial
laboratories have been supportingthis statement by designing appropriate
force sensorsand force feedbackstrategies.
Nevertheless,today's reality reveals that industrial applications involving
force feedback are rare.This is in sharp contrast with the growing penetration2
of vision systems.
The main reasonsbehind this discrepancyare twofold.First, force
sensorsare difficult to incorporate into commercially available robot
controllers.Although a vision systemis more complex than a force sensor,its
interaction with the robot controller is mainly geometrical[19].Therefore, it
only influences target coordinates.These data are easily understoodby
traditional controllers with suitable digital inputs.Force sensor data, however,
influence the dynamics of the joint loops.Unfortunately, most available
controllers do not allow such low level interaction with the robot.Moreover,
the interpretation of force sensor data is much less straightforward than the
processingof vision data.
A second reason can be found in the force sensoritself. Normally, it is
a fragile instrument and thus prone to overloading.Mechanical overload
protection is a must, but difficult to achieve properly.
Despite these difficulties, turning industrial robots into adaptive systems
that adjust themselvesto external changesis probably the best way to
enhancerobot capabilities without making robots too expensive or limiting
their versatility. Many kinds of sensorscould provide the robot with
information about the processor the environment, but only a force sensor
would have a suitable feedback in the case of physical interaction between a3
tool or part held by the robot, or the robot itself, and its surroundings.
The first step in the analysis of force sensorswas to research and analyze
all the available literature on the subject.The main reason was to try to find
something that could be analyzed, redesigned,and fitted into the walking
machine.
Many force sensorsare reported in the literature, and several six-axis
force sensorsare commercially available [1, 5, 7, 16, 18, 21]. However, there
are still several unresolved problems.First, there have been very few
analytical studies becauseof the complexity of the sensor elastic elements or
large cross-couplingamong strain gage outputs for each axial force element.
As for the evaluation of designedsensors,only very recently have some
theoretical approachesbeen proposed[20].Second, many of the sensors
need some data processingof the measuredsensing device outputs due to
the cross-coupling.It is desirable to develop a sensor with as little cross-
coupling as possible.
The literature shows that most sensorsconsist of a series of elastic
elementsin shear or bending connectedto a "rigid"frame. When the sensor
is subjectedto the action of a set of forces and moments, these forces and
moments are transmitted from the frame to the elastic elements which deform
in a certain way. These deformationsare recorded and, from them, the set of4
forces and moments can be determined.
There are two basic arrangementsin the geometry of the sensors:
rectangular frame and circular frame. The rectangular arrangementseems to
be the most common type.This design seems to offer a better chance to
reduce the coupling between the signals leading to less computational time in
processingthe strain measurements.
In reviewing the available literature, the following attributes were
analyzed: cross-coupling,rigidity, compactness,and feasibility of monolithic
constructionin order to avoid non-linearities (hysteresisand friction) .normally
present in glued or bolted joints [20].
As a result of this research,three conceptswere chosen and carefully
redesignedand evaluated,to yield a recommendationfor the most suitable
force sensor.
This thesis consistsof five chaptersafter this one.Chapter 2 deals with
the fundamental relationships on which any force sensoris based.The
compliance matrix conceptis presentedas well as its relevance in
determination of unknown forces when strains at particular points of the
sensor are known.5
Chapter 3 describesrules that ease design of force sensorsand
introduces the Wheatstonebridge as a sensingcircuit. This leads to a basic
introduction to analysis of sensitivity and selectivity.In addition, different types
of elastic elements most commonly employed with force sensorsare
described,and evaluated.
In chapter 4 the actual comparative study is presentedwith descriptions
of selectedsensors,reasons why they were selected and their main
characteristicsaccording to their inventors.
Chapter 5 describes,in detail, the analyses performed on each of the
sensors.The finite element method as a tool for analysis of force sensorsis
also presentedas well as a cost estimate for manufacturing each sensor.
Results of finite element analysesare shown in a series of behavior curves,
and tables.Evaluation of each sensoris presentedat the end of the chapter.
Chapter 6 summarizesall results from the previous chapter and
presentsa series of recommendationsfor future study.6
CHAPTER 2
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
Robot force control can be viewed as the manipulation of the exchange
of forces between the robot and its environment.Force sensingis the means
of measuringthis interaction.As pointed out by Flatau [9], it is important to
distinguish between three types of interaction forces.First, the principal forces
are ones representedby a vector set of three mutually orthogonal forces and
three orthogonal torques referred to a prechosenpoint on the robot.The
second type of force is a contact force acting on the end effector of the robot.
The third type is the inertia force caused by dynamic motion of the robot.The
work for this thesis is solely focused on determination of the principal force set
(PFS).
2.1 Basic Relationships
The PFS is usually determined by means of a six-axis force sensor
placed between the wrist and the end effector of the robot.In our particular
case, the sensor will be located between the foot, the ground-contactsurface,
and the lowest point of the terminal leg segment.These six basic forces are
containedin the vector
f = [ fx fy fz Mx My Mz
T (1)7
The effects due to these external forces are measuredat selectedlocations on
the sensor body.For a particular set of forces, f, the responsestrain vector
e =[Ei e2 T (2)
is obtained, where "m" is the total number of strain measurements.The matrix
relationship between strains and forces is
e =C f (3)
where C (the compliance matrix), representsthe relation between the applied
force and the resulting strain for each force component.This compliance
matrix can be determined either analytically, using methods in structural
analysis, numerically [10], or experimentally using calibration [18].If the
sensor body deformation is within the elastic region of the material, the
compliance matrix is constant, and equation(3) is a linear relationship.To
compensatefor the difference in units between force and moment, the force
vector f is usually normalized with respect to the maximum forces and
moments




e = r f (5)
where C is the normalized compliance matrix given by
= C d i a g f a , f m a x , f m a , M,M ,M1 r (6)
If the maximum PFS componentsare taken to be the maximum values
for both forces and moments, the normalized maximum force set is
1=0111111T (7)
With this normalization, the ijth element of C becomesthe strain
componentat gauge"i" due to load "j" and the sum of the elements of row "i"
is the total strain measured by the ith strain gauge due to the simultaneous
effect of the maximum PFS.
In order to determine the PFS from measuredstrain, Eq. (3) needsto
be transformed into the following form:
f=Be (8)
The determination of matrix B depends on whether matrix C is square
or rectangular.If C is square and non-singular then9
f = Z:_l_ e (9)
This correspondsto the case where a total of six strain measurements
are taken. When more than six strain measurementsare present, C will no
longer be square.To fmd B, a pseudo-inverseof c must be used.It has




In order for a designto be successful,the designermust follow a
systematic procedure,a series of rules that result in an efficient and organized
job. These rules can be called the design principles and are developed based
both on empirical experience and theoretical analysis.
In this chapter, the design principles for the development of most of the
force sensorsgeneratedso far are presented,the different type of elements
employed in the design are described,and the advantagesand disadvantages
of eachtype of elementis presented.Examplesof their most common
application are included as well.
3.1 Design principles
3.1.1 Location
Withrespectto force sensingin robots,force can be measuredat
different locations.The purpose of using force sensorsis always to know the
interaction forces at the interface between the end effector of the robot and the
environment.
The different possible measuring locations [20] are:
1. in the joints of the actuators.This method is mainly used in master-
slave manipulators.11
2. in the gripper fingers.
3. in the contact area between the fingers and the grasped object (artificial
skin sensors).
4. in the robot environment.
5. in the interface between the robot extremity and the end effector.This
is the application domain of multi-componentforce-torquewrist sensors,and
therefore, the one applied in this work.
Another design principle, to consider,is the placementof the sensor.It is
desirable to mount the sensor as close to the point of measurementas possible.
To see the reason for this, let us refer to Fig. 1. This figure illustrates a simple
mass-springmodel of force sensor performance where force is measured by a








proportional to the product of kg, the
effective spring stiffness, and x(t), the
displacement of the mass. The system is governed by a second-orderdifferential
Figure 1 Simple second-ordermodel
force sensor integration. (from [18])
of12
equation and has the transfer function:
T(s) (10)
(Mens2 + c ogs +ke,)
The frequency response plot for the transfer function is shown in the lower
part of Fig.1, where m is the magnituderatio in decibels, w is the angular
frequency of the input forcing function F(t), ar is the natural frequency of the
system, and C is the damping ratio [18].
Applied forceswith frequencycomponentsgreaterthan 20% of the
system'snatural frequency produce force output that is distortedin amplitude
and phase[18]. The best measuring system has the highest natural frequency
possible,so applied forces with high frequencycomponentsare measured
accurately. System frequency responseis increased by maximizing the natural
frequency of the system.





When a force sensor is inserted at the wrist (in our case "ankle" would be13
more appropriate)of a robot as shown in Fig.2, a larger equivalent mass, meg,
is includedin the force measuringsystemand the natural frequencyof the
system is decreased.
Basedon this simple second-order
model of sensor performance,force
sensorsshould be inserted as closely
as possibleto the desiredpoint of
force measurement.
3.1.2 Size
Figure 2. Wrist force-sensingvs. finger
Limiting the physical size of theforce sensing. (from[18])
sensor is important, especially for use
on small robots,but difficult to achieve.In many cases,the weight of the
sensor-endeffector system representsmore than 50% of the maximum payload
[20]. Therefore, aluminum alloys are widely used as sensor materials.Stiffness
requirements, rather than only sensitivity requirements, determine the diameter-to-
height ratio of the sensor.There is always a compromise between stiffness and
sensitivity. Because of the high sensitivity of strain gauges,sensors can be built
stiff enough to not greatly reduce the natural frequencies.Thereforethe goal
is to build a sensorwith the smallest mass possible,while still being within
acceptablestiffness limits.14
3.1.3 Transducers
A force sensorconsistsof an elastic body which deforms under an
applied force. Measurementsof elastic deformations by appropriate transducers
yield electrical signals from which the force vector componentscan be derived.
Several measuringdevicesexist: displacementtransducers(LVDT, inductive,
capacitive,etc), piezo-electricalcrystals,magneto-elasticdevices,and strain
gauges.Strain gaugesare the smallest, easiestto use, and cheapestreliable
transducersfor use in robot force sensors[20]. The following favorable factors
support this preference:
1. small size and low mass are instrumental in minimizing inertial effects
and allowing operation over a broad frequency range, typically from static up to
tens of kilohertz (where the upper limit dependsupon gauge length).
2. absenceof critical mechanical linkages, becausestrain gauges,being
fully bonded to the elastic element, make a sturdy, shock-resistant,single piece.
3. outstandinglinearity over a wide strain range, especially when strains
of equal magnitude and opposite sign are measured, and ease of compensation
of residual non-linearity at circuitry level, if required [6, 15].
4. low-sensitivityto temperatureandability to operatewith proper
compensationover a wide temperaturerange.
5. high stability, that is ability to retain calibration over a long time if
adequatelyprotected from abuse.
6. low sensitivity to a number of electrical or mechanical disturbances.
7. Relative changein resistanceis readily exploited to compensatefor15
changes of supply voltage and frequency, and even intense magnetic fields may
be tolerated with proper precautions[6, 15].
3.1.4 Construction
In building a sensor several options exist, but, in all cases,non-linearities
must be minimized. These non-linearities can be caused by phenomenasuch as
hysteresisor friction which normally occurs in bolted joints or glued interfaces.
The best way to deal with this problem is to build the sensor from one single
solid piece of material, that is, monolithic construction.Another major advantage
of monolithic constructionis found in the design processitself. As will be seen
later, mostdesign proceduresdeal with analysisof the sensorusing finite
element techniques.In modeling the sensor, one assumesthat elastic elements
undergo deformation without suffering separation from the body of the sensor.
Another assumptionis that deformation at the interface of the elastic elements
with the body of the sensoris the same as deformation within the body and is
within the elastic range.With these assumptions,we simplify the analysis from
one non-linear, very complex problem to a linear and simpler problem. Monolithic
construction also eliminates problems caused by joints. Bolted joints depend on
friction forces to prevent motion between parts and separation of the jointed parts
may be a seriousproblem.Glued joints may suffer different, but no less
important problems;the glue may degradeeasily when exposedto different
environments,suffer from creepeffects and undergoplasticdeformation.
Interaction between glued parts may be extremely complex both to analyze and16
to model.Obviously, the best way to deal with these problems is to consider a
sensor manufactured from one single solid block of homogeneousmaterial.
In summary, the following statementscan be establishedas a good set of
design principles for force sensors:
1) the sensormust be placedascloseas possibleto the point of
measurement.
2) the sensor must be built from one solid block of material.
3) the sensor must have low mass.
3.2 Force Sensor Requirements
In addition to the previous principles, the following requirementsinfluence
the final layout of a force sensor.
3.2.1 Force Range
The required range of the force componentsdependson the application
at hand.Mechanical stopsin all measuringdirections have to be provided to
prevent excessive strains in the sensitive sensor elements.The sensitivities of the
measuring circuits in the different possible directions have to be matched in order
to provide equal measuring accuracy and force resolution in all directions.One
way to achieve this is by using the same type of strain gauge at all locations
where measurementsare taken.17
3.2.2 Accuracy
The accuracyof a sensorsystemis affected by placementof strain
gauges, cross-sensitivities,non-linearities, errors in data-processingcircuitry, and
calibration errors.With reasonablecare, overall error figures of around 5 % can
be obtained[20]which is sufficient for virtually every applicationof force
feedback.
3.2.3 Sensitivity and Selectivity
Simple formulas for strength of material can be used for dimensioning as
a first approximation; effects of end constraint and proximity, however, must be
taken into accountwith short,thick elements.When load-inducedstrainis
evaluated for load-measurementpurposes,strains at gauged sections may also
be induced by spurious sourcessuch as forces in directions different than the
direction under study.A conflict may then arise between the requirementsof
sensitivity to nominal load and the ability to reject unwantedsignals,that is,
selectivity. Some sacrifice in sensitivity may be required to achieve a satisfactory
selectivity. A simple linear model, where output signal y is given in terms of input
componentsx1 and x2 and the relevant sensitivities al and a2 can be written as
Y = a2x2 (12)






If we want to measure xl via y, with as small an influence of x2 as possible,
we ought to keep the product (x2/x1) (a2/al) small. The term a2/al is a measure
of the component-separatingcapability of the element and is determined by the
element's shape and size, arrangementof strain gauges,errors in strain gauge
location, errors in gauge factors, and errors in sensingcircuitry.
In a given section of the elastic element, the applied load may be shown
to producean axial force N, a shearingforce T, and bending and twisting
moments Mb and Mt, respectively.The elastic element shape,strain gauge
location and strain gauge orientation are chosen in order to selectively exploit one
of the aforementionedcomponentsfor generation of the signal to be measured.
For example,if the elastic elementis a prismatic bar, then, except for
proximity effects, strains due to axial force and shear and twisting moments are
constantover the bar's length.However, strain due to bendingis linearly
dependent on position along the bar's length. Consequently,transducersbased
on bending moment are designedaccordingly.19
Further considerationsmay be derived from equationsrelating strain, and
the sensingcircuitry output, to force and moment componentsaccordingto
simple theory from strength of materials. A full sensing circuitry made up of four
active gauges, with gauge factor S9, is consideredto always increasesensitivity.
If gauges 3 and 4 are placed diametrally opposite to gauges1 and 2 respectively
Figure 3. Rectangular bar fitted with strain gauges for measurementsof a force
F. (a) axial load N, (b) bending moment Mb, (c) side-force T. (from [2])
(Fig. 3) the following relationshipsare found :
3 = 1ande4 = e2
where ei representsthe strain measured by the 'ith' strain gauge.
(14)
Before analyzing the different load cases shown in Fig.3, it is convenient
to describe the sensing circuitry system. The usual sensing circuitry involved with20
strain measurementsis the Wheatstone bridge [6].
The Wheatstonebridge is a circuit which can be employed to determine
the change in resistance which a gauge undergoes when it is subjected to strain,
and can be used to determine both static and dynamic strain-gaugereadings.
The bridge may be used as a direct-readout device where the output voltage AE
is measuredand related to strain.The bridge may also be used as a null-
balancesystemwhere the output voltage AE is adjustedto a zero value by
adjusting the resistive balance of the bridge.In either mode of operation the
bridge can be effectively employed in a wide variety of strain-gaugeapplications.
To show the principle of operationof the
Wheatstonebridgeasadirect-readout
device (where AE is measuredto determine
thestrain),considerthe circuit shown in
Fig.4.The voltagedropacrossRiis
denoted as VAD and is given by the following
expression:








and, similarly, the voltage drop across R4 is denoted as VAD and is given by
R4
VAn-/73 + fi4
V (16)The output voltage from the bridge V is equivalent to VBD, which is
E = VBD = VAB VAD
Substituting Eqns.(15) and (16) into Eq.(17) and simplifying give
R1 R3R2R4




The voltage E will go to zero and the bridge will be consideredin balance when
Ri R3 = R2R4 (19)
It is this feature of balancingwhich permits the Wheatstonebridge to be
employed for static strain measurements.The bridge is initially balanced before
strains are applied to the gauges in the bridge; thus the voltage E is initially zero,
and the strain-inducedvoltage AE can be measureddirectly for both static and
dynamic applications.
Consider an initially balanced bridge so that E = 0 and then change each
value of resistance R1, R2, R3, and R4 by an incremental amount DR,,AR2, AR3,




Ri +A R1 +R2+A R2 0




where A is the determinantin the numerator and B is the determinantin the
denominator. By expanding each of these determinants, neglecting second-order














Combining Eqs.(20) to (22) yields
AE . VR1R2(A
Ri AR2 AR3
(R1 + R2)2R1 R2 R3













Finally, if we make r =1, knowing that
AR= S e (25)
R g
Eq.(24) can be rewritten as
EA
4(ei2 + 34) V
(26)
provided that the gauge factors are the same for all gauges.
Equation (26) representsthe basic equation which governs the behavior of the
Wheatstonebridge in strain measurementand the one to be used here.
Taking a bar with rectangular cross-sectionaxb (see Fig.3), for the case
of axial load F we have N = F, T = 0, M, = Mt = 0. Therefore, with v being
Poisson's ratio and considering the bridge output (Eq.26) we have the following
F
1Eab'e2" E





The notation AE must be taken as a single entity representingthe change in the
output voltage of the Wheatstonebridge and must not be confused with E, the
modulus of elasticity.
If the applied force F is orthogonal to the bar's axis, then N = 0, T = F,
and Mb = Fx; either the bending moment or shear-originatedstrain may be24
exploited.To use bending moment
6Fx1 6Fx2. AE6Sg Rxix2) (28)
Ea2b;e2Ea
2 b''"2 V 2Ea2b
To use shear
aF(1 + v). -aF1+ v). AEaSg + v)
= e2 Eab Eab
2 V Eab
where a representstheshearfactor of the given cross-section(1.5 for
rectangularsections)[2].
Let us consider as a reference the first loading condition examined, axial.
Sensitivities of bending and shear cases with respect to the axial load case can





where S1,S2, and S3, representthe bridge output signal for the axial, bending,
and shear load respectively.
The sensitivity ratio for the case of shear is constantfor the case at hand, as it
is determined uniquely by the shear factor a. On the other hand, in the case of
bending, both bar thickness and distance between gaugedsectionsenter the
picture, enabling sensitivity ratios in excess of 20 to be obtained easily [2].25
Selectivity may be considered using elementary methods to treat the three
loading conditions considered.For the sake of simplicity, spurious effects such
as those caused by gauge misalignment are pooled together and treated as a
difference (ds.) among gauge factors. The unwanted componentsthat originate
from a deviation (di) of the point of application of force F, with the most critical
direction being taken into account, are considered.Becauseof gauge
misalignmentEq. (5) is no longer valid. Only the first loading case (axial) will be
illustrated, as the same analysis applies for all three cases.
In the first case, a bending moment Mb = Fdi is present (see Fig.3) as well




Eab Ea2b Eab Ea2b
and, taking a worst-casescenario,
we obtain










If we analyze the remaining two casesin a similar way, it can be shown
[2] that on a relative basis, variation in sensitivity in the three casesconsideredare given by
AS, dsg 6d,
Sg a
AS2 dsg(Xi + X02df
S2 Sg(X1 X2)






The element loaded in shear (eq.36) is seen to be less affected than the
axially loaded element (Eq.34) by shifts in the line of action of external load.If
the load is symmetrical (x2 = -x1), the element small, and some conditions on
dimensional tolerances and proportioning are met, the element loaded in bending
is seen to be unaffected.
3.3 Configuration of Elastic Elements
As previouslystated,a force sensorconsistsof a number of elastic
elements connectedto the body or frame of the sensor.This frame is said to be
"rigid" to the extent that when a generalforce is acting on the sensor,its
deformation is negligible in comparison with deformations of the elastic elements.27
From the deformations of the elastic elements, the PFS can be obtained.Other
considerationsthat still need to be addressedconcern the existence of special
types of elastic elementsfor use in force sensorsand the application each
element is best suited for. This section is intended to answer these questions.
An elastic element may be classified according to several criteria, such as
the shape or configuration, stressexploited by the transducingelement, or the
intended use of the sensor(weighing, general-purposeforce measurement).




manufacture;in most casesno other
configuration may be available for very
large loads.Some examples of this
type of element are shown in Fig.6.
Figure 5. Typical elastic elements.(a)
column, (b) "square" ring, (c) "binocular"
beam, (d) toroid (from [2])
Some of these variations allow
an increase in resistanceto bending moments and an increase of sensitivity when
placed in particular arrangements.Basically, column-type elements are designed
to measure large tension or compressionloads.3.3.2 Cantilever beams
Sensitivity to force measured
through bending strain may be varied
over a broad range by altering the
lever arm.Reasonablestiffness may
be retained even at low force levels by
selectingcross-sectionswith a high
ratio of moment of inertia to modulus
of resistance,that is, hollow or slotted
elements. (Fig. 7).
In order to dispensewith the
requirementof tight control of the
effective lever arm, elastic devices with
parallel linkage are frequently used. A
dual beamarrangementoffersan
inherently larger stiffness to spurious
loadcomponents. Verysimple
deviceswere provedtobequite
effective with parallel strip linkages [2].
Departures from parallelism of beams
were foundtoaffectsensitivityto
moments far more than differences of the same order in effective beam length
28
Figure 6. Column type elements.(a)
simplesolid,showingstrain-gauge
bridge, (b) load cell with diaphragms.(c)
hollow beam, (d) H-section (from [2])
Figure 7. Bending elements.(a) simple
cantilever, (b) Stiffness improvement by
strain concentration,(c) hollow beams
enhancesnatural frequency (from [2])29
(Mana et al., 1989).Adoption of integral beams, where flexures are slotted or
bored out from a solid piece, leads to enhancedstiffness with low hysteresis.
Also, flexure thickness may be made smaller at the strain-gaugelocation as long
as this thicknessis increasedin the adjacent zones to reduce the risk of elastic
instability.This type of element is mostly used at medium to low load ranges,





advantages,namely low sensitivity to
even large shifts in line of action of
load without the need for a linkage,
fair sensitivity, and good linearity.In
view of these advantages,it is hard to
explain why shear-type load cells only
appearedon the market some thirty
yearsafter the invention of the wire
strain gauge[2].
Figure 8. Shearstrain elements.(a)
shearstressincreasedbymilling




Since the moment arm can be controlled, short cantilever beams can be
made to fairly large load capacities.Suitable pockets enhance sensitivity without30
greatly affecting ultimate strength.Shear-type elements can take larger
loads than other elements without requiring overload stops.
3.3.4 Spoked Wheels
Elements of the bending type or shear type already examined require an
external load-applicationstructure.This structure may be, in certain cases,quite
complex and cumbersomedue to the intrinsically asymmetricshapeof the
cantilever-type element in the direction of the highestsensitivity.This causes
difficulty in correct load application, a condition that must be satisfied to avoid
non-repeatability,hysteresis,and, in certain instances,non-linearity.
A rewardingload-application
method exploits a symmetric structure
obtainedbylinking a numberof
bending or shear-typebeamsin the
patternof wheelspokesor radial
segments.Although it is possible to
obtain 45, 60, 90, 120 and 180 degree
symmetries,asarule 90 degree
symmetry is employed, while 120 and
60 degreesymmetriesareseldom
adopted becauseof constructionaldifficulties. Fig.9 shows one typical example
of this type of element.Unfortunately, it is not possible to simultaneously avoid
Figure 9. Spoked wheel elements.(a)
typicalfour-spokedelement,(b)
reference systems used in their analysis
(from [2])31
the effect of the external bending moment and the redundantaxial
constraintin the spokes.Very complex arrangementsmust be built to try to
avoid this effect which, lead to non-repeatability and hysteresis problems.The
characteristicsof force flow through the measurementsectionsdepend on the
redundant constraints.32
CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED SENSORS
Amongsensorsfoundin theliteraturesurvey,mosthavesome
characteristicsin common, namely, rectangular or circular arrangementsof the
elastic elementsand extensive use of simple cantilever or shear type elements,
which are the commonelementsemployedin all the commercialsensors
available today.However, a few sensorsdescribedin the literature exploited
different elements in a unique way. These sensorsare not commercially available
but all of them are very promising choices.In this section each of these sensors





LI = overall body length
= diagonal end position
H = frame height
131 = width of vertical elements










Figure 10. Frame/trussdesign schematic.(from [1])33
The schematic design of the truss sensor is depicted in Fig.10. The uniqueness
of this designlies in the elastic membersthat exhibit truss (axial deformation)
behavior, as opposedto the commonly used beam (bending) behavior.Some
of the improvements claimed are: increasedforce sensitivity with a consistently
low condition number, increasedrigidity, and improved design flexibility.
4.1.1 Design Review
The key to the truss force sensor is truss behavior. The aim is to eliminate
the use of beam theory and coupling and rigidity problems normally encountered
in sensorsusing these elements.In a truss the strain measuredin a member is
due solely to axial deformation, thus
e = PI EA (37)
where c is the strain measured, P is the axial local force acting on the member,
crosssectionalareaA, andelasticmodulusE.For a truss,only one
measurementis needed to determine the force P from the strain c, as opposed
to the beam element, where two gauges are required to decouple the load.It is
known from strength of materials [3] that in general a truss element under axial
loading will have less nodal (end) displacementthan a beam element under
equivalent transverseloading.This meansthat a truss element under axial
loading is stiffer than the equivalent beam under transverseloading.34
Although there is still coupling between forces and moments in the truss
sensor,the strain contribution due to bending is an order of magnitude smaller
than that due to axial loading. The ideal location for strain measurementis in the
middle of each elastic element.
The strain matrix of the sensor exhibits decoupledbehavior in the sense
that certain members are affected primarily by certain forces and not by others.
The vertical members are affected mainly by fz, Mz, and my, and not by f, fy and
M2, which are picked up by the diagonal members (Fig.10). This leads to a small
cross-coupling between strain outputs and therefore a nicely banded compliance
matrix. This feature allows good condition numbers to be obtained, where the
condition number is an index of structural performance of the sensor (see chapter
5 section 5.4).
With the truss sensor global deflections are held to a minimum, making this
type of force sensor very rigid. This is due in part to truss behavior and in part
to the orientation of the elastic members.The net result is a sensorequally
resistantto motion in all directions.Also, the truss sensor may be made very
compact from a single piece of material.
4.2 Stewart-Platform Transducer [11]
Although the Stewart-Platform is a well-studied subject [11], its application
as a transducer was not studied unti11988 [11]. The idealized model that is usedfor its studyis shown in Fig.11. A
platform of radius b is supportedby
six symmetrically-disposedelastic legs
of equal length L, in turn mounted on
afixed baseof radiusa.The
separationof the platform from the
baseis given by h.In thefirst
instance,the legsare regardedas
being connectedto base and platform
by meansof sphericaljoints,thus
imposing no bending or torsion on the leg themselves.
35
Figure 11. Model for Stewart-Platform.
(from [11])
Consequently,remaining restraintsoffered to the platform by the set of
legs are wholly dependent on the axial stiffness of these legs which are each of
stiffness k. Axial deflections of the legs are assumedto be sufficiently small so
that the geometricalshapeof the device remainsfixed, to a first order of
approximation, and thus the externally-observedcharacteristicsof the device are
linear.
4.2.1 Design Review
In practical terms,it will not usually be feasible to constructa platform
transducer of this kind with spherical joints at the ends of the legs.However, a
stiff structure can be obtained with relatively slender legs.This will have the36
advantageof high natural frequency of the device with its outboard load, but at
the cost of relatively low transducersensitivity. Typical leg diameters, in the case
of circular sections, can be much smaller than their length, and then the bending
stiffness of the legs imposes insignificant distortions in the form of the stiffness




shown in fig.12. It has three pairs of
elasticelementsalignedon three
axes which are orthogonal and cross
at the center of the sensor.Each
elastic element consistsof a pair of
thin parallel plateswhich form the
parallelplatestructure.From the
outputsof strain gaugesplaced on
theelasticelements,thesix force
componentsareobtained.Merits of thesensorinclude:(1) The whole
characteristic of the sensor is obtainable just by analyzing the force-strain relation
of a pair of elastic elements on an axis, making it simpler to design a sensor for
a given specification.(2) The cross-couplingbetween the strain gauge outputs




sensor exhibiting better rigidity than other cantilever-basedsensors.
4.3.1 Design Review
To understand how the sensor deforms under the applied load, let us look
at Figs.13a and 13b.
Figure 13.PPS on X, Y, and Z axis. (a) PPS on
X axis(b) PPS on Y and Z axis.Strain gauges
are labeled S1Se (from [21])
Thesefiguresshowan explodedview of thesensorfor easeof
understanding.The location where strain gaugesare placed are labeled as S1-
S6. The hatched areas are the only common parts of these figures, which means
that there is a slot running parallel to the Z axis from top to bottom of the sensor
allowing free movement in three directions.
Fig.14 shows the model of a pair of parallel plate structures(PPS).As
shown in the figure, each PPS is divided into three parts:the central block, end
block, and plate.It is assumedthat the central and
end block partsdo not deformat all
under theapplication of a force, and
that the plate part can be modeledas
two cantilevers.The notation d means
38
Figure 14. Model of PPS. (from [21])
the distance from the center of the beam to the PPS, L is the length of the plate,
t is the thicknessof the plate, b is the width of the plate, h is the distance
between the center lines of two plates, and hb is the thickness of the central block
part.Note that ht = h + t.
It can be shown [21] that strain on the outer surface of the plate for a
force F and moment M applied on the center of the PPS model can be derived
analytically. Three casesare considered:(1) force F only, (2) moment M only,
and (3) force F and moment M combined.
(1) Case of force F only
When only a force F is applied on the center of PPS model [21], the strain










(2) Case of Moment M only
When only a moment M is applied on the center of the PPS model, the
symmetry of plates I-IV allows the following assumptionsto be made [21]: the
center block does not deflect, the deflections of plates I and IV are the same,
and the deflections of plates II and III are the same.Strain on the upper
surface of plate I (or the lower surface of plate IV) is given by
em1(t)=3[hL2- 2t L ( L + 3d) + 6t ( 2d + L )t
Ebt [6h2 L2 + 8t2( 3d2 + 3dL + L2 )]
(40)
Similarly, strain on the lower surface of plate II (or the upper surface of
plate III) is given by
em2(t) =ew(t) (41)
(3) Case of force F and moment M combined
With the assumptionthat the deflections are small, the strain for the case
of combined F and M is given by the superpositionof the casesof F only and
M only [21]. For plates I and IV40
e(0-
3[(2thL2-4t2L ( L+3d )+12t2( 2d+L )E)A4±( )FI(42)
4Ebt2 3h2L2+4t2(3d2+3dL+L2 )
where the sign ± is " + " for plate I, and "-" for plate IV.
Similarly, for plates II and III
WY'
3[( 2thL2+4t2L( L+3d )-12t2( 2d+L)tMt( 2t)F1(43)
4Ebt2 3h2L2+412(3d2+3dL+L2 )
where the sign ± is " + " for plate II and "-" for plate III.
The pair of PPS on the X axis detect the F. and M,, components.Similarly,
with the other two pairs of PPS on Y and Z axis, the F., M7, Fly, and M.
componentsare detected.
The best place for placing the strain gaugesis the boundary between the
central block or the end block and the plates.41
CHAP TER5
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In this chapter, analysis and evaluation of the three sensorsdescribedin
Chapter 4 is presented.The analysis was performed by the use of the finite
element analysis software COSMOS/M. From the results, cross-couplingand
sensitivity analyses were performedand the compliance matrix for each of the
sensorswas obtained.Using the compliance matrix, the evaluation was carried
out by performing a singular value decompositionusing an available subroutine
[17].The analysisis completed by a cost estimation for each of the sensors.
The results of the analysesare presentedand a comparisonof each of the
analysesis made, leading to a recommendationof the most suitable sensor for
its future use with the walking machine.
The first part of this chapter introduces the finite element method (FEM)
as a tool for the design of six-axis force sensors.Next, the truss sensor was
analyzed.In order to perform the analyses, a preliminary geometry was designed
and a FEM model was developed.The model was tested and with the obtained
results,bothcross-linkingandsensitivityanalyseswere performed.The
geometry was then modified and the analyseswere repeated.This process
continueduntil satisfactoryresults were obtained.Finally a cost estimationis
provided.The above method was repeatedfor the Stewart-Platform and the
Cross-Structuresensor.42
All results are shown in a series of graphs, plots and tables for each
sensor.Finally, compliance matrices were obtained and the condition numbers
calculated.
5.1 The Finite Element Method (FEM) [10]
In problems of structural mechanics the design analyst seeks to determine
the distribution, or field, of stressesthroughout the structure to be designed.On
occasionit is necessaryto calculate the displacementsat certain points of the
structureto ensurethat specified clearancesare not violated.The calculated
stressfield should representa system of internal and external forces which are
in equilibrium and simultaneouslythe displacementsshould be continuous(the
condition of compatibility).When the behavior being examinedis of a two or
three-dimensionalnature,thesolutionstakethe form of partialdifferential
equations.Rarely do exact solutions exist for such equations and only slightly
more often doesit prove feasible to constructan adequatesolution with an
approximation consisting of a few terms.Many such terms are neededfor an
accuratesolution.
The finite elementmethodis an analytical procedurewhoseactive
developmenthas been pursued for a relatively short period of time [10].The
basic concept of the method, when applied to problems of structural analysis, is
that a continuum (the total structure) can be modeled analytically by its
subdivisionsinto regions(the finite elements).In each of theseregions,the43
behavior is described by a separateset of assumedfunctions representingthe
stressesor displacementsin that region.Thesesetsof functions are often
chosen in a form that ensures continuity of the described behavior throughout the
complete continuum.If the behavior of the structure is characterized by a single
differential equation, then the finite element method, in common with the series
and finite differencesschemes,representsan approachto the approximate
solutionof that equation.Ifthe totalstructureis heterogeneous,being
composedof many separatestructural forms in each of which the behavior is
describedby a distinctdifferential equation,thefiniteelementapproach
continuesto be directly applicable [10].
In common with the alternative proceduresfor the accomplishmentof
numerical solutionsfor practical problemsin structuralmechanics,the finite
element method requires the formation and solution of systemsof algebraic
equations.The special advantagesof the method reside in its suitability for
automation of the equation formation process and in the ability to represent highly
irregular and complex structures and loading situations.
Therefore, the finite element method provides an excellent tool to analyze
a given force sensor design and to introduce the necessarymodifications for a
better design.By creating a detailed and accuratefinite element model the
analyst can estimate the responseof a given design, calculate the strains at the
desired points, get the correspondingcompliance matrix and then perform the44
singular value decompositionwhich willyield the condition number (design
index).This process may be repeatedfor several different designs,under the
given loading conditions, until the desired singular values are obtained.
In summary,the finite element method ensuresaccuracyin the final
response,and as such should be consideredas a very effective tool in the
design phase of a force sensor.
5.2 Truss Sensor Analysis
The force requirements from the preliminary walking machine design are:
Forces: 67.44 lb (300 N) along the sensor'sx, y, and z axis.
Moments: 88.5 lb in (10 N m) along the sensor'sx, y, and z axis.
Mass: 0.044 lb (0.02 kg) without mounting plates.
With these requirements,a preliminary geometry of the truss sensor was
designed and the finite element model shown in Fig.15 was constructedas a first
approximation.The model consists of thick-plate type finite elements forming the
upper part of the support and 3D-beam type finite elements forming the 'elastic'
vertical and diagonal elements.The numbers represent the elements where the
strain gauges must be located, and the "tree-like" symbols at the lower part of
each column representthe restraints.As it can be seen, the lower part of the
supportis modeled as the "ground". The reasonfor this "ground" is that the
sensor is going to be placed between the lower part of the leg and the foot. InFigure 15. Truss sensor model showingconstraints and elements of interest.46
this model the foot is representedby the support (the pyramid-like structureat
the top of the sensor)where the load is to be applied.Therefore, the sensor
must be constrainedin the lower part and there was no needto explicitly
representthis body.In addition, the lower and upper supportsare considered
perfectly rigid and, therefore, don't deform at all. The first analysis was to check
the stressdistribution under the maximum load for possibleyielding of the
structure, and to study the strain magnitudesin order to find the best location for
the placement of the strain gauges.To assure that the number of finite elements
was appropriate,the elastic beams were each meshed using five 3D-beam
elements.The analysis was performed and the resultsrecorded.Then the
number of finite elements was increased and the analysis performed again and
the results were comparedwith those of the first analysis.This processwas
repeateduntil the results agreedwithin 0.5 %.It was found that the minimum
required number of finite elements was eight.The best placement of the strain
gauges was at the middle of each beam, on each of the numbered elements in
Fig.15.
The secondanalysiswas the cross-couplingof the signals.Cross-
coupling can be defined as the influence that other forces, different from theone
we are interestedin, have in the desired force's measurement.To determine this
relationship, a set of loading conditions was designed.The force range was from
5.62 lb (25 N) to 22.48 lb (100 N) in increments of 5.62 lb (25 N), which givesa
total of four points for each set of loads.The first step was to apply a single47
force in the x direction and run the finite element analysis.The first loading
condition consisted of forces in the x direction with values of 5.62, 11.24, 16.86,
and 22.48 lb. The second loading condition consisted of forces in the x direction,
but this time with a constant force in the y direction equal to 50% of the range,
(11.24 lb). The final loading condition consistedof forces in the x direction but
this time along with a constantforce in the -z direction of magnitude 11.24 lb.
This analysis was then repeatedfor the y and z directions, and results were
obtained for each one of the eight elements of interest, giving a total of 72 set of
load cases.Some results are shown in Figs.16.a-16.f, and the elements
correspondto those in Fig.15.
Resultsare shown in a seriesof stress-forceplots for representative
elements of the sensor.Only the normal stress caused by a force parallel to the
axis of the beam was consideredbecausesignals due to bending moments can
be easily canceled in the Wheatstone bridge by proper arrangement of the strain
gauges.From these results we notice that the vertical beams (elements 40, 48,
56, and 64) exhibit a high cross-coupling(Figs.16a-16c),while the diagonal
beams (elements 72, 80, 88, and 96) do not. For example, from Figs.16d-16i, it
is clearly shown that element 72 (and 88) is primarily affected by forces in the x
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Figure 161. Cross-linking curves varying force fz (Truss, elem.80).57
After stressdistribution and cross-couplinganalyses were performed, the
initial geometry was modified with the intention of reducingthe mass of the
sensor as much as possible and at the same time, improving both sensitivity and
selectivity of the sensor without affecting its load capacity.This processwas
repeateduntil the behavior curves did not show a significant improvement.The
resulting geometry is shown in appendix A.
The third step was the sensitivity analysis.This analysis reveals errors in
the cancellationof the bending momentsignal due to a linear or angular
misplacement of strain gauges.To better understandthis situation, refer to Fig.3.
If we want to cancel the signal producedby a bending moment, two strain
gauges(1 and 3) must be placed at the top and bottom faces of the rectangular
beam at exactly the same distance from the fixed or the free end of the beam.
Obviously this requirement is never going to be satisfied, so we must know how
sensitive our beam is to a misalignment of the strain gauges,not only in the axial
direction, but angularly as well.
The analysis was carried out by a computer program written in FORTRAN
(appendix E) making the assumptionthat one of the gaugesis placed exactly in
the reference position and only one gauge is shifted from this reference position.
The results are shown in Figs.(17a and 17b). These plots show the variation of
the signal in percent versus absolute position. The linear analysis reference point
















Figure 17a. Sensitivity analysis (Truss, linear displacement).
stress deviation-position
Truss sensor
Figure 176. Sensitivity analysis (Truss,angular displacement).59
The angular analysis reference point in Fig.17b correspondsto the axis of the
element.From thesefigures, it appearsthat a linear shift from the reference
position has a greater influence than an angular misalignment.
At this point, the geometry of the sensor is well defined and now a more
accurate model of the sensor was generated.This model is shown in Fig. 18.
This model consistsof 20-nodesolid finiteelementsforaccuracyreasons.
Using this model, the entire stressfield can be easily analyzed; the results are
shown in graphical display (Figs.19a-19f). By using solid elements in the model,
it is possible not only to know the stressesin each coordinate direction, but the
Von Mises stress(used for failure analysis) and the set of principal stressesas
well.Is it possibleto verify that we are dealing with plane or tridimensional
stressestoo. The disadvantageis that this model is not as easy to generate and
the computational time is much greater than that of the first model.In addition,
changesin geometry cannot be performed easily.
Figures 19a and 19b show the global coordinatestressfield on the
sensor when a force of 1 lb. is acting in the global x direction.However, the
local or element coordinate systems of the diagonal beams do not coincide with
the global coordinate system and, even more, each one of the diagonal elements
is describedin an individual coordinatesystem.The duality of the coordinate
systems made it necessaryto perform the finite element analysis both in global
andin local coordinatesystems.Consequently,the vertical beamswereFigure 18. Truss sensor fern model using solid elements.Lin STRESS Lc.1
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analyzed using the global coordinatesystem while the diagonal beams were
analyzed in the local coordinatesystem.
Finally, a cost estimation was obtainedfor the constructionof a single
sensor and the constructionof a set of six sensors(one sensor for leg of the
walking machine).This cost estimation was based on the fact that the sensor
must be built from onesinglesolid block of material.The mostlikely
manufacturingprocessto be adoptedis the electro dischargemanufacturing
(EDM) processbecauseit can easily do the monolithic construction.Table 1
shows the estimated manufacturing time and cost (appendix G).
TIME (HRS) COST (DOLLARS)
ONE PART 28 728.00
SIX PARTS 114 2,964.00
Table 1. Time and cost estimatesfor the truss sensor.
5.3 Stewart Platform Transducer Analysis
The force requirementsfor the Stewart Platform are the same as the truss
sensor and are as follows:
Forces: 67.44 lb (300 N) along the sensor'sx, y, and z axis.
Moments: 88.5 lb in (10 N m) along the sensor'saxis.
Mass: 0.044 lb (0.02 kg) without mounting plates.68
Given these requirements,a finite model was generated.This model is
shown in Figs.20 and 21. The model is composedof thick plates and 3D beam
finite elements, and in this case, the lower platform is not modeled explicitly for
reasonsanalogousto those explained for the truss sensor.In this model, the
force is transmitted by means of the rigid triangular structure mounted at the top
platform.Fig.20 shows the model from three different views in order to get a
better understandingof the geometry.Fig.21 shows the model's constraintsas
well as the elements of interestwhich are located at the middle of each leg.
The stressdistribution analysis performed was exactly the same as the analysis
performed for the truss sensor.The minimum required number of finite elements
was found to be ten. The final dimensions are given in appendix A. Again, the
best location to place the strain gauges was at the middle of each leg due to the
uniformity of the stresses.
The second analysis was the cross-couplingof the signals.The analysis
was performed using exactly the same sets of load conditions used for the truss
sensor and the results are shown in Figs.22a-22f.As can be seen from these
figures, the cross coupling is high, and there was no way found to reduceit,
although this has no relevance when forming the compliance matrix.
For this sensor,a solid model was not necessarybecausethe actual
geometry is accurately representedby the model presentedhere, since the legs
can be treatedas beams(as well as the support)and the two platforms asFigure 20. Stewart-Platform: top, side, and isometric views.STEWART -PLATFORM
W I RE-FRAME MO DEi_
Figure 21. Stewart-Platform fern model showing elements of interest.71
plates.
The third analysis was the sensitivity analysis, which again, was carried out
by the same computer program written in FORTRAN (appendix E). The results
are shown in Figs.23a and 23b.Like the trusssensor,the linear analysis
referencepoint is the midpoint of each leg and the angular referencepoint
correspondsto the axis of theleg.Also it can be seenthat thestrain
measurementis much more sensitive to a linear displacement than to an angular
deviation.
Finally, a cost estimation was obtained for the construction of one sensor
and constructionof six sensors.Monolithic constructionof this sensoris
extremely difficult to achieve, so this estimation was based considering the legs
being glued to the plates.Table 2 shows the estimated manufacturing time and
cost (see appendix G).
TIME (HRS) COST (DOLLARS)
ONE PART 28 728.00
SIX PARTS 114 2,964.00
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Figure 23a. Sensitivity analysis (Stewart, linear displacement).
stress deviation - position
Stewart Platform
Figure 23b. Sensitivity analysis (Stewart, angular displacement).79
5.4 Cross-ShapeStructure Analysis
The force requirementsfor the crosssensor are the same as the truss
sensor and the Stewart Platform and are as follows:
Forces: 67.44 lb (300 N) along the sensor'sx, y, and z axis.
Moments: 88.5 lb in (10 N m) along the sensor'sx, y, and z axis.
Mass: 0.044 lb (0.02 kg) without mounting plates.
With these requirements, the finite element model (Fig.24) was generated.
This figure representsone third of the whole sensor (Fig.12) since symmetry of
the structure allows analysis of this part to yield the analysis for the complete
sensor(see section 4.3), provided that the two parts shown in Fig.13 be rigidly
attached.The figure presentsthe model from three different views for a better
understandingof the geometry.
In this case, due to the geometry of the element, the model was generated
using solid elements directly. It was found that using 20 nodes did not make any
significant improvement over use of 8 nodes and use of 20 nodes increasesthe
computation time by a factor of four. Hence, 8 nodes were used throughout the
analysis.
Similar to the other two sensors,the first analysis was to check the stress
distribution under the maximum load for possible yielding of the structureand






Figure 24. Cross-Structure section: top, front, and isometric views.81
In this model, forces are applied at the center of the element in the form of
distributed pressure over an area equal to the cross-sectionalarea of the bar and
the ends are fully constrainedas shown in Fig.25.
After the first analysis was completed, the geometry was dimensioned(see
appendix A) and it was found that the best location for the strain gauges was1
mm from the base of the parallel plates structure and either the center block or
the end block.For convenience,the base of the parallel plates with the end
block was selected.Next, cross-linking analysis was performed and the most
important results are shown in Figs.26a-26f. The close-up of the area of interest
was necessaryin order to get a detailed image.Analyzing Figs.26a-26c,it is
observedthat this section of the sensoris almost insensitive to forces in the x
and z directions, but very sensitive to the force in the y direction. In addition, the
analysis of Figs.26d-26f, shows that this section is almost insensitive to moments
in the x and y directions, but is very sensitive to the moments in the z direction.
Finally, sensitivity analysiswas performedusing the same FORTRAN
program (appendix E) and results are shown in Figs.27a and 27b. Although the
parallel plate structure is not very sensitive to angular misalignments,it was found
to be very sensitive to linear misalignments(Fig.27a).
As the last step in the analysis, the manufacturingtime and cost were
estimatedfor one sensor and for a set of six sensors.Similar to the StewartFigure 25. Cross-Structure section with constraints and applied forces.LIr STRESS Lcal














Figure 26a. ax stress field under a force fx (Cross).00ALln STRESS Lc=3
















Figure 26c. ax stress field under a force fz (Cross).Lin STRESS Lc=1
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Figure 26d. me stress field under a moment mx (Cross).L1n STRESS Lc=2
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Figure 26e. ax stress field under a moment my (Cross).LIn STRESS Lc=3
















Figure 26f. ax stress field under a moment mz (Cross).89
Figure 27a. Sensitivity analysis (Cross, linear displacement).
strain deviation - position
Cross sensor
Figure 27b. Sensitivity analysis (Cross, angular displacement).90
Platform, monolithic constructionwould not be practical becauseof the slots
along the Z axis of the sensor.Consequently,theseestimatesconsider two
pieces as shown in Figs.13a and 13b.Table 3 shows these estimates.
TIME (HRS) COST (DOLLARS)
ONE PART 37 962.00
SIX PARTS 130 3,380.00
Table 3. Time and cost estimatesfor the Cross-Structure
5.5 Evaluation
As was stated in chapter 2, the compliance matrix C is a constant matrix
which dependson thestructuralpropertiesof thesensorbody.It was
establishedthat this matrix is important in the measurementprocess becauseits
Moore-Penroseinverse can be used to calculate the principal set of forces f from
the measuredstrain vector E. The measurementerror in c propagatesto the
error in f by means of the compliance matrix C. The compliance matrix C that
gives the smallest error in f can be regarded as that correspondingto the best
structural design.From this point of view an index for the evaluation of the
structure of the sensor may be derived directly from C. To obtain this index, a
singular value decomposition(SVD) of C is performed (appendix F). From the
SVD three matrices are obtained.One of these matricesis a diagonal matrix
whose elements are called "singular values". It can be shown that the ratio of the91
maximum singular value (s,..) to the minimum singular value (s,;,), limits the
maximum possibleerror in f and can be usedas an index to evaluatethe
structural performance of the sensor[12].
The better the structure the smaller the ratio of the singular values.This
ratio is called the condition number of the C matrix and it is written as
cond C Sirsmin
(44)
The condition number is a measure of isotropy of the structural compliance
with respect to the sensor strains [12]. The condition number is equal to one in
the limit case when the sensor has perfect isotropy of the structural compliance,
therefore, this is also the best structure in the sense that it minimizes the error in
f. The compliance matrices are obtained from the results of the finite element
method (appendicesB, C, and D) and the singular values were obtained by
means of the program shown in appendix E. The resulting compliance matrices
and correspondingsingular values for each sensor are as follows:Truss sensor
The normalized compliance matrix is
C








and the singular values are
w = [12.6889 12.32 11.11 4.18 3.26 2.91]
therefore, from eq. (44), the condition number is
cond C = 4.36
Stewart Platform
The normalized compliance matrix is
C=
-9.5275.77 4 -0.15 -15.55.69
-9.527 -5.77 4 0.15-15.5 -5.69
-0.24-11.1 413.57.645.69
9.76-5.36 413.47.9-5.69
9.76 5.36 4 -13.47.95.69
-0.2411.1 4 -13.57.64-5.69.
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and the singular values are
w = [32.03 32.02 13.94 9.79 8.26 8.25]
therefore, the condition number from Eq.44 is
cond C = 3.88
Cross Structure
The normalized compliance matrix is
C=
1.67 0 -29.70-19.160
-1.67 0 -29.70 19.16 0
-29.71.670 0 0-19.16
-29.7 -1.670 0 0 19.16
0 29.7 -1.67 -19.160 0
9 29.71.6719.16 0 0
and the singular values are
w = [42.3 42.09 41.98 27.08 27.03 26.93]
therefore, from eq.(44), the condition number is
cond C = 1.57
With this evaluation, the comparative analysis is completed.Discussion
of results and a recommendationfor the suitable sensor to be employed with the
walking machine are presentednext, taking into considerationthat the condition
number for available commercial sensorsrange between 3.8 and 15.7.94
5.6 Results
All results for the three sensorsare summarizedin the following table:
TRUSS SENSORSTEWART PLAT. CROSS
















Table 4. Final results for the three sensorsstudied.
Let us analyze the results for each of the sensorsseparately.Let us begin
with the cross-sensor.From the table, the cross-sensorpresentsthe lowest
condition number (1.6), meaning an excellent structural behavior, an intermediate
mass, and the lowest required number of strain gaugessince the cancellation of
the bending signals is not necesary (see section 5.4). However, the cross-sensor
presentsseriousdisadvantagestoo.First, although the condition number is
extremely low, this number was the result of assumingmonolithic construction
which, from the manufacturingpoint of view, is not a recommendedoption95
(appendix G). Second, although it requires the minimal number of strain gauges,
the sensitivity of the cross sensor to strain gauge misplacementsis the highest
of the three sensors(see Figs.28a and 28b). Finally, but not less important, it is
the most expensive sensor.
The Stewart Platform shows a very low condition number (3.8) but several
disadvantages.First, its mass cannot be reduced too much becauseof the two
solid end plates.Second,monolithic constructionis almost impossibleto
achieve.Third, becauseof the small size and geometry of the legs, combined
with the high number of strain gauges, instrumentationis very difficult,increasing
the possibility of transducermisalignment.The sensoralso has high cross-
linking.
Finally, the truss sensor requires the greatest number of strain gauges but
presentsseveral advantages.First, it has a low condition number (4.3) compared
to commercially available sensors.Second, a very compact and stiff sensor can
be easily built giving it a low mass and high resistanceto overload conditions,
which are very important factors in the walking machine design.Third, monolithic
constructionis easy to achieved.Fourth, it is relatively inexpensive to build. One
additional advantageis that this sensor is not as sensitive as the cross-sensorto
strain gauge misalignment.
From theseresults,even though the cross-sensorexhibits the lowest96
condition number, the truss sensor is consideredto be the best choice because




This chapter summarizesall observationsand results obtained during
this work. In addition, some recommendationsfor future study are given.
1.- The systematicsix-axis force sensor design is a relatively new field of study
and research.
2.- Analytical studies are almost non-existent due to the complexity of the
geometries.
3.- To overcome these difficulties, numerical techniquesare employed, and
among these, the finite element method is shown to be a valuable tool in the
design of six-axis force sensors.
4.- Although most force sensorspresent many similar characteristics,e.g.
geometrical arrangementsand type of elastic elements,this does not mean
that innovative ideas and uncommon use of elastic elements cannot be
successful,as proved by the three force sensorsstudied here.
5.- The truss sensor presentedseveral of the advantagesclaimed by its
inventors, mainly its sensitivity to lateral forces and its compactness,important
factors in its use in the walking machine.In addition, low cost and easy
instrumentation,together with the ease of monolithic construction, made this
sensor the most suitable option for its use with the walking machine.One
disadvantageis that the vertical elements greatly reduce its sensitivity to98
vertical forces. A reduction in cross-sectionalarea at the points where the
strain gaugesare located is recommended.
6.- The Stewart Platform presenteda low condition number but several
disadvantageswith respect to mass reduction and the difficulty of monolithic
construction.
7.- Although the cross-structureexhibited the lowest condition number, several
disadvantagesseriously limit its use.
Recommendationsfor future study:
1.- Perform an optimization for the truss sensor having the cross sectional
area of the vertical elements as the variable to be optimized.
2.- Build the selectedsensor and perform the experimental calibration.This
calibration is necessaryfor two main reasons.First, the finite element
discretizationis an approximation of a continuum and as a consequence,
some errors are involved, which encompassuncertaintiesin material
properties and physical characteristicsof the sensor.Second,finite element
analysis cannot simulate performance of strain gauges and accompanying
electronic equipment.99
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In this section,the mass of each sensoris determined.All dimensionsare
expressedin inches.Material is Aluminum T6061 having a mass density of 0.098
lb/in3.
Truss Sensor
Dimensions of the sensorare
shown in Fig.28. As can be seen, the
total volume of thesensoristhe
volumeofthetopandbottom
supports,the vertical elementsand
the diagonal elements.The volume of
the supportsis calculatedas:
Vf= 2(V,V2) where:
Vf= volume of both upper and lower
support.
= volume of one support with no
hole.
V2 = volume of the hole of the support.
Therefore we have the following:
Figure 28. Truss sensor dimensions.102
= 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.2= 0.2 in3
V2 = 0.41 x 0.41 x 0.2 = 0.03362 in3
2 (V,V2) = 0.33276 in3
Volume of the vertical elements V,, is simply 4V3 with V3 the volume of one
single element:
V,, = 4(0.12 x 0.12 x 0.6) = 0.03456 in3.
Volume of the diagonal elements Vd is given by 4V4 where V4 is the volume
of one single diagonal element.It can be shown,that the volume of each
diagonal element can be calculated as the product of the area of one trapezoid
times the thickness of the element.Therefore:
Vd = 4[0.12 x ((0.848722 + 0.688722)/2) x 0.08] = 0.02951 in3.
So, the total volume V, is given by
V, =Vf Vd = 0.39683 in3.
Finally, the mass is calculated from the expression
p = m 1 V
where p is the mass density and V the volume. From this expression, the
mass is found to be m = (0.098)(0.39683)
m = 0.03888 lb = 17.64 g103
Stewart Platform
The Stewart Platform (Fig.29) consistsof two circular plates and six legs
having circular cross-sectionalarea.The dimensionsare the following:
upperplate:diameter=1.0",
thickness = 0.2"
lower plate: diameter = 2.0" ,thickness
= 0.2"
legs: diameter = 0.09375", length =
1.06"
The volumesarecalculated(From [11])
Figure 29. Model for Stewart Platform.
using the formula
D 7C2 V= i
4
where V = volume
D = diameter
1 = thickness or length
So, for the upper platform the volume V. is:
V. = /7(1)2 (0.2)/4 = 0.157079 in3
For the lower platform, the volume VI is:
VI = /7(2)2 (0.2)/4 = 0.628318 in3Finally, for volume of the six legs V61 is:
V61 = 617(0.09375)2 (1.06)/4 = 0.0439 in3
The total volume V, is given by:
V, = V + V, + V61 = 0.829298 in3.
The mass is
m = (0.098)(0.829298) = 0.081271 lb. So we can write:
m = 0.081271 lb = 36.864 g
Cross Structure
Basically,thecross-structure
volume can be approximated by one
solid cubeand six elementslike the
one shown in the Fig.30. The cube
has 0.28" by side and its volume V. is
therefore:
Va= (0.28)3 = 0.021952".
The volume of one of the elements
like the one in fig.30 can be divided in
three sub-volumes.Two solid boxes
and one hole.The volume of theFigure 30. Cross sensor basic volume.













= (0.56 x 0.28 x 0.28) = 0.043904 in3
Vb2 = (0.58 x 0.28 x 0.28) = 0.045472 in3
The volume of the holeVh is:
Vh =(0.22 x 0.20 x 0.28) = 0.01232 in3
So the total volume of one element V, is:
= Vb1Vb2Vh= 0.077056 in3
and the volume of the six elements Va. is
= 6(0.077056) = 0.462336 in3
The total volume V is given by
V = Vc, + V64, = 0.484288 in3
Finally, the mass is calculated as
m = (0.098)(0.484288) = 0.04746.
m = 0.04746 lb = 21.53 g
It is important to recognize that these values cannot be used for a direct
comparisonbecause,for manufacturingreasons,the sensorscannot be built
within the same volume.106
APPENDIX B
TRUSS SENSOR FEM PROGRAM AND OUTPUT
In the next pages, the finite element program written to model and analyze
the truss sensoris shown together with its output.The finite element software
used was COSMOS/M.
The program generatesthe model composed of plate and 3D beam finite
elements.This program was created to perform the numerical calibration of the
sensor, but the behavior curves were also obtained with this program by setting
appropiateloadingconditions.The compliancematrix of the sensorwas
obtainedfrom data generatedby this program.The output showsforces,
moments, and stressesat each of the nodes which form the elements of interest
(Fig.15).The values used to obtain the compliancematrix are shown in the
stressessection, node 2, stress(P/A). For example, from the first page of the
output, element 40 is formed by node 1 (52) and node 2 (53). The stress(P/A)
at node 2 (53) is 51.87. The first part of the output deals with forces while the
second part shows results for the applied external moments.107
C.
C* COSMOS/MGeostar V1.65
C* Problem :truss sensor calib.Date : 02-MAY-93 Time : 15:44:33
C.
PICK MAT,1,ALUMINUM,FPS,























































































TITLE : Truss sensor calibration
CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3
SUBTITLE :FX = 1 FY = 1 FZ = 1
STRESS EVALUATION FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO. 1
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
40 [52,53 ]
Fr=-.7469E+00 0.7469E+00 Tr=0.8108E-03 -.8108E-03(P/A) =-.5187E+02 0.5187E+02
Vs=0.3262E-01 -.3262E-01 Ms=0.3163E-02 -.9185E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.1098E+02 -.3189E+01
Vt=-.2992E-01 0.2992E-01 Mt=-.2578E-02 0.5025E-02 (Mt/St)=-.8953E+01 0.1745E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2256E+01 -.2256E+01 Smax =-.3193E+02 0.7251E+02
Smin =-.7180E+02 0.3123E+02
48 [60,61 ]
Fr=0.4180E+00 -.4180E+00 Tr- .4204E -03 0.4204E-03 (P/A) =0.2903E+02 -.2903E+02
Vs=-.2504E-01 0.2504E-01 Ms=-.5214E-02 -.2352E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.1810E+02 -.8166E+01
Vt=0.1009E+00 -.1009E+00 Mt=-.2319E-02 0.4410E-03 (Mt/St)=-.8051E+01 0.1531E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1170E+01 0.1170E+01 Smax =0.5518E+02 -.1933E+02
Smin =0.2871E+01 -.3872E+02
56 [68,69 ]
Fr0.7240E +00 -.7240E+00 Tr=-.1755E-02 0.1755E-02 (P/A) =0.5028E+02 -.5028E+02
Vs=-.3468E-01 0.3468E-01 Ms=-.4133E-02 0.7306E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.1435E+02 0.2537E+01
Vt=0.4537E-01 -.4537E-01 Mt=0.1581E-02 -.4182E-02 (Mt/St)=0.5489E+01 -.1452E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4884E+01 0.4884E+01 Smax =0.7012E+02 -.3322E+02
Smin =0.3043E+02 -.6733E+02
64 [76,77 ]
Fr- .3866E +00 0.3866E+00 Tr=-.7713E-03 0.7713E-03 (P/A) =-.2685E+02 0.2685E+02
Vs=0.1165E-01 -.1165E-01 Ms=0.4164E-02 0.2917E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1446E+02 0.1013E+0
Vt=-.9441E-01 0.9441E-01 Mt=0.6184E-03 0.2553E-03 (Mt/St)=0.2147E+01 0.8865E+00
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.2146E+01 0.2146E+01 Smax =-.1024E+02 0.3786E+02
Smin =-.4345E+02 0.1583E+02
72 [84,85 ]
Fr=0.5052E+00 -.5052E+00 Tr--0.3951E-03 -.3951E-03(P/A) =0.4962E+02 -.4962E+02
Vs=0.5335E-02 -.5335E-02 Ms=0.1107E-02 -.1256E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.7689E+01 -.8724E+01
Vt=0.1406E-02 -.1406E-02 Mt=0.5015E-03 0.6435E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2466E+01 0.3165E+00
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.1953E+01 -.1953E+01 Smax =0.5978E+02 -.4058E+02
Smin =0.3947E+02 -.5866E+02
80 [92,93 ]
Fr=-.6277E-01 0.6277E-01 Tr=0.3484E-03 -.3484E-03(P/A) =-.6164E+01 0.6164E+01
Vs=-.2535E-01 0.2535E-01 Ms=0.5588E-03 -.1103E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.3880E+01 -.7656E+00
Vt=-.4228E-02 0.4228E-02 Mt=-.1657E-02 -.1032E-02 (Mt/St)=-.8152E+01 -.5074E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1722E+01 -.1722E+01 Smax =0.5867E+01 0.1200E+02
Smin :---.1820E+02 0.3252E+00
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
88[100,101 ]
Fr- .4593E +00 0.4593E+00 Tr=-.6092E-03 0.6092E-03 (P/A) =-.4511E+02 0.4511E+02110
Vs=-.6413E-02 0.6413E-02 Ms=-.8072E-03 0.1046E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.5604E+01 0.7260E+01
Vt=-.2248E-02 0.2248E-02 Mt=-.9686E-04 -.5834E-03 (Mt/St)=-.4764E+00 -.2869E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.3011E+01 0.3011E+01 Smax =-.3903E+02 0.5524E+02
Smin =-.5119E+02 0.3498E+02
96[108,109 ]
Fr=0.1990E-02 -.1990E-02 Tr---.7755E-03 0.7755E-03 (P/A) =0.1954E+00 -.1954E+00
Vs=0.2744E-01 -.2744E-01 Ms=-.1728E-03 -.6383E-04 (Ms/Ss)=-.1200E+01 -.4432E+00
Vt=0.2231E-02 -.2231E-02 Mt=0.2250E-02 0.6600E-03 (Mt/St)=0.1107E+02 0.3246E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.3834E+01 0.3834E+01 Smax =0.1246E+02 0.3494E+01
Smin =-.1207E+02 -.3885E+01
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.2
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
40 [52,53 ]
Fr=-.3940E+00 0.3940E+00 Tr=-.5752E-03 0.5752E-03 (P/A) =-.2736E+02 0.2736E+02
Vs=0.2400E-01 -.2400E-01 Ms=0.3516E-02 0.2454E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1221E+02 0.8523E+0
Vt=-.7960E-01 0.7960E-01 Mt=0.2248E-02 -.4480E-03 (Mt/St)=0.7807E+01 -.1556E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1600E+01 0.1600E+01 Smax =-.7347E+01 0.3744E+02
Smin =-.4738E+02 0.1728E+02
48 [60,61]
Fr=-.7610E+00 0.7610E+00 Tr=0.9389E-03 -.9389E-03(P/A) =-.5285E+02 0.5285E+02
Vs=0.3130E-01 -.3130E-01 Ms=0.4522E-02 -.8634E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.1570E+02 -.2998E+01
Vt=-.4879E-01 0.4879E-01 Mt=-.2677E-02 0.5025E-02 (Mt/St)=-.9296E+01 0.1745E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2613E+01 -.2613E+01 Smax =-.2785E+02 0.7329E+02
Smin =-.7785E+02 0.3240E+02
56 [68 ,69 ]
Fr0.4219E +00 -.4219E+00 Tr=0.1342E-03 -.1342E-03(P/A) =0.2930E+02 -.2930E+02
Vs=-.2650E-01 0.2650E-01 Ms=-.4274E-02 -.2436E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.1484E+02 -.8457E+01
Vt=0.8946E-01 -.8946E-01 Mt=-.2869E-02 0.8814E-03 (Mt/St)=-.9962E+01 0.3060E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.3733E+00 -.3733E+00 Smax =0.5410E+02 -.1778E+02
Smin =0.4497E+01 -.4082E+02
64 [76,77 ]
Fr=0.7311E+00 -.7311E+00 Tr=-.5518E-03 0.5518E-03 (P/A) =0.5077E+02 -.5077E+02
Vs=-.4388E-01 0.4388E-01 Ms=-.4353E-02 0.2815E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.1511E+02 0.9774E+00
Vt=0.5428E-01 -.5428E-01 Mt=0.4601E-03 -.3751E-02 (Mt/St)=0.1597E+01 -.1303E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1535E+01 0.1535E+01 Smax =0.6748E+02 -.3677E+02
Smin =0.3406E+02 -.6478E+02
72 [84,85 ]
Fr- 0.6033E -01 -.6033E-01 Tr---.6330E-03 0.6330E-03(P/A) =0.5925E+01 -.5925E+01
Vs=0.2290E-01 -.2290E-01 Ms=-.5419E-03 0.1120E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.3762E+01 0.7778E+00
Vt=0.4053E-02 -.4053E-02 Mt=0.1838E-02 0.5908E-03 (Mt/St)=0.9038E+01 0.2906E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.3129E+01 0.3129E+01 Smax =0.1872E+02 -.2241E+01
Smin - .6875E +01 -.9608E+01
80[92,93 ]
Fr0.4870E +00 -.4870E+00 Tr=0.4183E-03 -.4183E-03(P/A) =0.4783E+02 -.4783E+02
Vs=0.9918E-02 -.9918E-02 Ms=0.1116E-02 -.1256E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.7746E+01 -.8724E+01
Vt=0.1327E-02 -.1327E-02 Mt=0.9067E-03 0.1452E-03 (Mt/St)=0.4459E+01 0.7141E+00
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2068E+01 -.2068E+01 Smax =0.6004E+02 -.3840E+02
Smin =0.3563E+02 -.5727E+02111
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
88[100,101]
Fr=-.3705E-01 0.3705E-01 Tr=0.5122E-03 -.5122E-03(P/A) =-.3638E+01 0.3638E+01
Vs=-.2410E-01 0.2410E-01 Ms=0.7253E-03 -.2204E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.5036E+01 -.1530E+01
Vt=-.4761E-02 0.4761E-02 Mt=-.1761E-02 -.7955E-03 (Mt/St)=-.8659E+01 -.3912E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2532E+01 -.2532E+01 Smax =0.1006E+02 0.9081E+01
Smin =-.1733E+02 -.1804E+01
96 [108,109 ]
Fr=-.5104E+00 0.5104E+00 Tr- .2016E -03 0.2016E-03 (P/A) - .5013E +02 0.5013E+02
Vs=-.1260E-01 0.1260E-01 Ms=-.5635E-03 0.9379E-03 (Ms/Ss) - .3912E +01 0.6513E+01
Vt=-.3530E-02 0.3530E-02 Mt=-.1172E-02 -.1651E-03 (Mt/St)=-.5763E+01 -.8119E+00
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.9968E+00 0.9968E+00 Smax - .4045E +02 0.5745E+02
Smin =-.5981E+02 0.4281E+02
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.3
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
40 [52,53 ]
Fr=-.2611E+00 0.2611E+00 Tr=0.2534E-03 -.2534E-03(P/A) =-.1813E+02 0.1813E+02
Vs=0.1996E-01 -.1996E-01 Ms=0.1257E-02 -.4258E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.4364E+01 -.1478E+01
Vt=-.1108E-01 0.1108E-01 Mt=0.2495E-02 -.9978E-03 (Mt/St)=0.8663E+01 -.3465E+01
(Tr`CTOR/Jp)=0.7050E+00 -.7050E+00 Smax =-.5103E+01 0.2307E+02
Smin =-.3116E+02 0.1319E+02
48 [60,61]
Fr=-.2446E+00 0.2446E+00 Tr=0.2264E-03 -.2264E-03(P/A) =-.1699E+02 0.1699E+02
Vs=0.1607E-01 -.1607E-01 Ms=0.2220E-02 -.5136E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.7710E+01 -.1783E+01
Vt=-.2276E-01 0.2276E-01 Mt=0.2007E-02 -.8024E-03 (Mt/St)=0.6970E+01 -.2786E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.6300E+00 -.6300E+00 Smax =-.2309E+01 0.2156E+02
Smin =-.3167E+02 0.1242E+02
56 [68,69 ]
Fr- .2687E +00 0.2687E+00 Tr=0.5041E-03 -.5041E-03(P/A) - .1866E +02 0.1866E+02
Vs=0.1651E-01 -.1651E-01 Ms=0.2326E-02 -.4209E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.8076E+01 -.1461E+01
Vt=-.2540E-01 0.2540E-01 Mt=0.1746E-02 -.5079E-03 (Mt/St)=0.6063E+01 -.1764E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.1403E+01 -.1403E+01 Smax =-.4520E+01 0.2188E+02
Smin - .3280E +02 0.1543E+02
64 [76,77 ]
Fr=-.2360E+00 0.2360E+00 Tr=0.6252E-03 -.6252E-03(P/A) =-.1639E+02 0.1639E+02
Vs=0.1395E-01 -.1395E-01 Ms=0.2132E-02 -.3244E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.7403E+01 -.1126E+01
Vt=-.2410E-01 0.2410E-01 Mt=0.1886E-02 -.8399E-03 (Mt/St)=0.6550E+01 -.2916E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1740E+01 -.1740E+01 Smax =-.2433E+01 0.2043E+02
Smin =-.3034E+02 0.1234E+02
72 [84,85 ]
Fr=0.1845E-01 -.1845E-01 Tr=0.1506E-03 -.1506E-03 (P/A) =0.1812E+01 -.1812E+01
Vs=0.2125E-02 -.2125E-02 Ms=-.6395E-03 0.2495E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.4441E+01 0.1732E+01
Vt=0.3678E-02 -.3678E-02 Mt=0.2543E-03 -.2888E-04 (Mt/St)=0.1250E+01 -.1420E+00
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.7445E+00 -.7445E+00 Smax =0.7504E+01 0.6182E-01
Smin =-.3879E+01 -.3687E+01
80 [92,93 ]112
Fr=0.2699E-02 -.2699E-02 Tr=0.1606E-03 -.1606E-03 (P/A) =0.2651E+00 -.2651E+00
Vs=0.5300E-02 -.5300E-02 Ms=-.5270E-03 0.2006E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.3659E+01 0.1393E+01
Vt=0.3077E-02 -.3077E-02 Mt=0.6350E-03 -.7280E-04 (Mt/St)=0.3123E+01 -.3580E+00
(TreCTOR/Jp)=0.7940E+00 -.7940E+00 Smax =0.7047E+01 0.1486E+01
Smin - .6517E +01 -.2016E+01
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
88 [100,101 ]
Fr=0.2467E-01 -.2467E-01 Tr=0.2162E-03 -.2162E-03(P/A) =0.2423E+01 -.2423E+01
Vs=0.5115E-02 -.5115E-02 Ms=-.4400E-03 0.1270E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.3055E+01 0.8817E+00
Vt=0.2951E-02 -.2951E-02 Mt=0.4495E-03 0.9302E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2211E+01 0.4575E+00
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1069E+01 -.1069E+01 Smax =0.7688E+01 -.1084E+01
Smin - .2843E +01 -.3762E+01
96[108,109 ]
Fr=-.1859E-01 0.1859E-01 Tr=0.2295E-03 -.2295E-03(P/A) ---.1826E+01 0.1826E+01
Vs=0.4385E-02 -.4385E-02 Ms=-.5150E-03 0.2100E-03 (Ms/Ss) - .3576E +01 0.1458E+01
Vt=0.2876E-02 -.2876E-02 Mt=0.2800E-03 0.1851E-03 (Mt/St)=0.1377E+01 0.9102E+00
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1135E+01 -.1135E+01 Smax =0.3127E+01 0.4194E+01
Smin - .6779E +01 -.5425E+00113
DATE:6/23/1993TIME:18:24:21
TITLE : Truss sensor calibration
CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3
SUBTITLE :MX = 1 MY = 1 MZ = 1
STRESS EVALUATION FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO. 1
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
40 [52,53 ]
Fr=0.4599E+00 -.4599E+00 Tr - .7211E -03 0.7211E-03 (P/A) =0.3194E+02 -.3194E+02
Vs=-.5228E-01 0.5228E-01 Ms=0.5098E-02 -.3737E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1770E+02 -.1298E+02
Vt=-.1814E-01 0.1814E-01 Mtr-:-.8070E-02 0.4148E-02 (Mt/St)=-.2802E+02 0.1440E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.2006E+01 0.2006E+01 Smax =0.7766E+02 -.4557E+01
Smin =-.1378E+02 -.5932E+02
48 [60,61]
Fr=0.5702E+00 -.5702E+00 Tr=-.6493E-04 0.6493E-04 (P/A) =0.3959E+02 -.3959E+02
Vs---L-.2334E-01 0.2334E-01 Ms=-.6731E-02 0.1221E-02 (Ms/Ss)--:-.2337E+02 0.4239E+01
Vt=0.7347E-01 -.7347E-01 Mt=-.7032E-03 -.1047E-02 (Mt/St)=-.2442E+01 -.3636E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1807E+00 0.1807E+00 Smax =0.6541E+02 -.3172E+02
Smin =0.1378E+02 -.4747E+02
56 [68,69 ]
Fr=-.5474E+00 0.5474E+00 Tr=-.1737E-02 0.1737E-02 (P/A) =-.3802E+02 0.3802E+02
Vs=0.4932E-01 -.4932E-01 Ms=-.7582E-02 0.3231E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.2633E+02 0.1122E+02
Vt=0.5802E-01 -.5802E-01 Mt=0.5708E-02 -.2009E-02 (Mt/St)=0.1982E+02 -.6976E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4832E+01 0.4832E+01 Smax =0.8132E+01 0.5621E+02
Smin =-.8416E+02 0.1982E+02
64 [76,77 ]
Fr=-.4922E+00 0.4922E+00 Tr- .1055E -02 0.1055E-02 (P/A) =-.3418E+02 0.3418E+02
Vs=-.1754E-01 0.1754E-01 Ms=0.7922E-02 -.2109E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.2751E+02 -.7322E+01
Vt=-.7751E-01 0.7751E-01 Mt=-.5261E-02 0.3946E-02 (Mt/St)=-.1827E+02 0.1370E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.2936E+01 0.2936E+01 Smax =0.1159E+02 0.5520E+02
Smin =-.7995E+02 0.1316E+02
72 [84,85 ]
Fr=0.8191E-02 -.8191E-02 Tr=0.5396E-03 -.5396E-03 (P/A) =0.8045E+00 -.8045E+00
Vs=0.7097E-02 -.7097E-02 Ms=0.2117E-02 -.1037E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1470E+02 -.7202E+01
Vt=-.1018E-01 0.1018E-01 Mt=0.2418E-02 -.1665E-02 (MUSt)= 0.1189E +02 -.8187E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2668E+01 -.2668E+01 Smax =0.2739E+02 0.1458E+02
Smin =-.2578E+02 -.1619E+02
80[92,93 ]
Frr--.1235E+00 0.1235E+00 Tr=-.2561E-03 0.2561E-03 (P/A) =-.1213E+02 0.1213E+02
Vs=-.1923E-01 0.1923E-01 Ms=0.8938E-04 0.2618E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.6206E+00 0.1818E+0
Vt=-.3311E-02 0.3311E-02 Mt=-.2440E-02 0.3999E-03 (Mt/St)=-.1200E+02 0.1967E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1266E+01 0.1266E+01 Smax =0.4861E+00 0.1592E+02
Smin =-.2475E+02 0.8350E+01
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
88[100,101]
Fr=0.1204E+00 -.1204E+00 Tr - .1093E -02 0.1093E-02 (P/A) =0.1183E+02 -.1183E+02114
Vs=-.9819E-02 0.9819E-02 Ms=-.1389E-02 0.5023E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.9646E+01 0.3488E+01
Vt=0.8361E-02 -.8361E-02 Mt=-.1350E-02 0.3083E-03 (Mt/St)=-.6638E+01 0.1516E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.5405E+01 0.5405E+01 Smax =0.2811E+02 -.6823E+01
Smin =-.4456E+01 -.1683E+02
96 [108,109 ]
Fr=-.4638E-04 0.4638E-04 Tr=0.1324E-03 -.1324E-03(P/A) - .4555E -02 0.4555E-02
Vs=0.2387E-01 -.2387E-01 Ms=0.1346E-02 -.9865E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.9345E+01 -.6850E+01
Vt=-.3388E-02 0.3388E-02 Mt=0.3782E-02 -.1250E-02 (Mt/St)=0.1860E+02 -.6148E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.6543E+00 -.6543E+00 Smax =0.2794E+02 0.1300E+02
Smin =-.2795E+02 -.1299E+02
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.2
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
40[52,53 ]
Fr- .8164E +00 0.8164E+00 Tr- .6123E -02 0.6123E-02 (P/A) =-.5670E+02 0.5670E+02
Vs=0.2128E-01 -.2128E-01 Ms=0.8755E-02 -.4769E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3040E+02 -.1656E+02
Vt=-.5314E-01 0.5314E-01 Mt=-.1640E-02 0.3236E-02 (Mt/St)=-.5695E+01 0.1124E+02
(TCTOR/Jp)=-.1704E+02 0.1704E+02 Smax =-.2060E+02 0.8449E+02
Smin =-.9279E+02 0.2890E+02
48 [60,61 ]
Fr=0.7109E+00 -.7109E+00 Tr=-.1186E-02 0.1186E-02 (P/A) =0.4937E+02 -.4937E+02
Vs=-.1014E+00 0.1014E+00 Ms=0.1473E-01 -.6179E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5115E+02 -.2146E+0
Vt=-.1140E+00 0.1140E+00 Mt=-.1519E-01 0.7582E-02 (Mt/St)=-.5273E+02 0.2633E+02
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.3299E+01 0.3299E+01 Smax =0.1532E+03 -.1581E+01
Smin =-.5452E+02 -.9715E+02
56[68,69 ]
Fr=0.2561E+00 -.2561E+00 Tr=0.1672E-02 -.1672E-02 (P/A) =0.1778E+02 -.1778E+02
Vs=-.4621E-02 0.4621E-02 Ms=-.1093E-01 0.3027E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.3794E+02 0.1051E+02
Vt=0.1053E+00 -.1053E+00 Mt=-.4488E-03 0.1022E-03 (Mt/St)=-.1558E+01 0.3549E+00
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.4652E+01 -.4652E+01 Smax =0.5728E+02 -.6916E+01
Smin =-.2171E+02 -.2865E+02
64[76,77 ]
Fr- .2746E +00 0.2746E+00 Tr=0.1881E-02 -.1881E-02(P/A) =-.1907E+02 0.1907E+02
Vs=0.4649E-01 -.4649E-01 Ms=0.1881E-02 -.9726E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.6530E+01 -.3377E+01
Vt=-.1211E-01 0.1211E-01 Mt=0.7716E-02 -.4228E-02 (Mt/St)=0.2679E+02 -.1468E+02
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.5233E+01 -.5233E+01 Smax =0.1425E+02 0.3713E+02
Smin =-.5239E+02 0.1009E+01
72[84,85 ]
Fr=0.2095E+00 -.2095E+00 Tr - .6933E -03 0.6933E-03 (P/A) =0.2057E+02 -.2057E+02
Vs=0.3357E-01 -.3357E-01 Ms=0.5885E-03 -.8092E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.4086E+01 -.5618E+01
Vt=0.2081E-02 -.2081E-02 Mt=0.8179E-02 -.4618E-02 (Mt/St)=0.4022E+02 -.2271E+02
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.3427E+01 0.3427E+01 Smax =0.6488E+02 0.7758E+01
Smin - .2374E +02 -.4890E+02
80[92,93 ]
Fr- .8903E -01 0.8903E-01 Tr=0.8940E-03 -.8940E-03(P/A) =-.8744E+01 0.8744E+01
Vs=0.3395E-01 -.3395E-01 Ms=0.3882E-02 -.1896E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.2695E+02 -.1316E+02
Vt=-.1873E-01 0.1873E-01 Mt=0.6350E-02 -.2750E-02 (Mt/St)=0.3123E+02 -.1352E+02
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.4420E+01 -.4420E+01 Smax =0.4944E+02 0.3543E+02
Smin =-.6693E+02 -.1794E+02115
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
88 [100,101 ]
Fr=0.5351E-01 -.5351E-01 Tr- .1482E -03 0.1482E-03 (P/A) =0.5255E+01 -.5255E+01
Vs=-.3319E-01 0.3319E-01 Ms=0.1753E-03 -.2556E-04 (Ms/Ss)=0.1217E+01 -.1775E+00
Vt=-.1411E-02 0.1411E-02 Mt=-.5391E-02 0.1870E-02 (Mt/St)=-.2651E+02 0.9196E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.7326E+00 0.7326E+00 Smax =0.3298E+02 0.4119E+01
Smin =-.2247E+02 -.1463E+02
96 [108,109 ]
Fr=-.7444E-02 0.7444E-02 Tr=0.6898E-03 -.6898E-03(P/A) =-.7311E+00 0.7311E+00
Vs=--.2788E-02 0.2788E-02 Ms=-.2018E-02 0.1057E-02 (Ms/Ss) - .1401E +02 0.7341E+01
Vt=0.9054E-02 -.9054E-02 Mt=-.8537E-03 0.5580E-03 (Mt/St) - .4198E +01 0.2744E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.3410E+01 -.3410E+01 Smax =0.1748E+02 0.1082E+02
Smin =-.1894E+02 -.9354E+01
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.3
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
40 [52,53 ]
Fr- .5360E +00 0.5360E+00 Tr=-.7941E-02 0.7941E-02 (P/A) =-.3722E+02 0.3722E+02
Vs=0.9666E-02 -.9666E-02 Ms=-.1160E-02 -.3300E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-',4027E+01 -.1146E+02
Vt=0.5946E-01 -.5946E-01 Mt=-.6043E-02 0.6768E-02 (Mt/St)=-.2098E+02 0.2350E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.2210E+02 0.2210E+02 Smax =-.1221E+02 0.7218E+02
Smin .- .6223E +02 0.2264E+01
48 [60 ,61 ]
Fr=-.1802E+00 0.1802E+00 Tr=-.5813E-02 0.5813E-02 (P/A) =-.1251E+02 0.1251E+02
Vs=-.1066E-01 0.1066E-01 Ms=-.4009E-02 -.2294E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.1392E+02 -.7964E+01
Vt=0.8403E-01 -.8403E-01 Mt=-.7989E-02 0.7190E-02 (Mt/St)=-.2774E+02 0.2496E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1618E+02 0.1618E+02 Smax =0.2915E+02 0.4544E+02
Smin =-.5417E+02 -.2042E+02
56 [68,69 ]
Fr- .5140E +00 0.5140E+00 Tr---.5849E-02 0.5849E-02 (P/A) =-.3569E+02 0.3569E+02
Vs=0.3580E-01 -.3580E-01 Ms=-.1365E-01 0.7012E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.4740E+02 0.2435E+01
Vt=0.1727E+00 -.1727E+00 Mt---.1100E-02 0.3785E-02 (Mt/St)=-.3821E+01 0.1314E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1628E+02 0.1628E+02 Smax =0.1553E+02 0.5127E+02
Smin --:-.8692E+02 0.2012E+02
64 [76,77 ]
Fr- .2336E +00 0.2336E+00 Tr=-.5637E-02 0.5637E-02 (P/A) =-.1622E+02 0.1622E+02
Vs=0.4713E-01 -.4713E-01 Ms=-.2476E-03 -.4071E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.8598E+00 -.1414E+02
Vt=0.5759E-01 -.5759E-01 Mt=0.1288E-02 0.2247E-02 (Mt/St)=0.4471E+01 0.7803E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1568E+02 0.1568E+02 Smax =-.1089E+02 0.3816E+02
Smin =-.2156E+02 -.5715E+01
72 [84,85 ]
Fr=0.5050E+00 -.5050E+00 Tr=-.1464E-02 0.1464E-02 (P/A) =0.4960E+02 -.4960E+02
Vs=0.9568E-02 -.9568E-02 Ms=0.2013E-02 -.1692E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1398E+02 -.1175E+02
Vt=-.3028E-02 0.3028E-02 Mt=0.5985E-02 -.4971E-02 (Mt/St)=0.2944E+02 -.2445E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.7236E+01 0.7236E+01 Smax =0.9302E+02 -.1341E+02
Smin =0.6185E+01 -.8580E+02
80 [92,93 ]116
Fr=0.4656E+00 -.4656E+00 Tr- .1095E -02 0.1095E-02 (P/A) =0.4572E+02 -.4572E+02
Vs=-.3713E-02 0.3713E-02 Ms=0.2495E-02 -.1798E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1732E+02 -.1248E+02
Vt=-.6571E-02 0.6571E-02 Mt=0.3202E-02 -.3596E-02 (Mt/St)=0.1575E+02 -.1768E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.5415E+01 0.5415E+01 Smax =0.7879E+02 -.1556E+02
Smin =0.1266E+02 -.7589E+02
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
88[100 ,101 ]
Fr=0.5096E+00 -.5096E+00 Tr=-.1691E-02 0.1691E-02 (P/A) =0.5005E+02 -.5005E+02
Vs=-.2706E-01 0.2706E-01 Ms=0.7367E-03 -.9464E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.5116E+01 -.6571E+01
Vt=0.1976E-02 -.1976E-02 Mt=-.3140E-03 -.2556E-02 (Mt/St)=-.1544E+01 -.1257E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.8358E+01 0.8358E+01 Smax =0.5671E+02 -.3091E+02
Smin =0.4339E+02 -.6919E+02
96[108,109 ]
Fr=0.5857E+00 -.5857E+00 Tr=-.7007E-03 0.7007E-03 (P/A) =0.5753E+02 -.5753E+02
Vs=0.2721E-02 -.2721E-02 Ms=0.1983E-03 -.5619E-03 (Ms/Ss)=0.1377E+01 -.3901E+01
Vt=0.3428E-02 -.3428E-02 Mt=0.4427E-02 -.4139E-02 (Mt/St)=0.2177E+02 -.2035E+02
(TeCTOR/Jp)=-.3464E+01 0.3464E+01 Smax =0.8068E+02 -.3327E+02
Smin =0.3438E+02 -.8178E+02117
APPENDIX C
STEWART-PLATFORM TRANSDUCER FEM PROGRAM AND OUTPUT
In the next pages,the Finite Element programwritten to model and
analyze the Stewart-Platform transduceris shown together with its output.
The programgeneratesa model composedof plate and 3D beam
elements(Fig.21). By using this program, the behavior curves of the Stewart-
Platform were obtained.The compliance matrix for evaluation of the sensoris
also obtained from the data generatedfrom the program.
The output shows the result of the numerical calibration used to obtain the
compliance matrix. Like the Truss sensor, the stress of interest is (P/A) at node
2 of each element.For example, from the first page of the output, element 57 is
formed by node 1 (40) and node 2 (41). The stress(P/A) at node 2 (41) is



























































































P R I NT_ELSET,6,57,57,67,67,77,77,87,87,97,97,107,107,
ACTSET,LC,2,









TITLE : CALIBRATION FOR STEWART PLATFORM (FIRST PART)
SUBTITLE : FX=1 (CASE 1), FY=1 (CASE 2), FZ=1 (CASE 3)
STRESS EVALUATION FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO. 1
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
57[40,41 ] (circular)
Fr=0.6771E+00 -.6771E+00 Tr=-.7367E-03 0.7367E-03 (P/A) =0.9813E+02 -.9813E+02
Vs=-.3070E-02 0.3070E-02 Ms=-.5987E-03 0.2309E-05 (Ms/Ss)=-.7405E+01 0.2855E-01
Vt=0.5623E-02 -.5623E-02 Mt=0.3810E-03 -.7066E-03 (Mt/St)=0.4712E+01 -.8740E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.4556E+01 0.4556E+01 Smax =0.1069E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.8935E+02 -.1069E+03
67 [50,51 ] (circular)
Fr=0.6771E+00 -.6771E+00 Tr=0.7371E-03 -.7371E-03(P/A) =0.9813E+02 -.9813E+02
Vs=-.3075E-02 0.3075E-02 Ms=0.5914E-03 0.2283E-05 (Ms/Ss)=0.7314E+01 0.2824E-01
Vt=-.5597E-02 0.5597E-02 Mt=0.3797E-03 -.7058E-03 (Mt/St)=0.4696E+01 -.8730E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.4558E+01 -.4558E+01 Smax =0.1068E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.8944E+02 -.1069E+03
77 [60,61 ] (circular)
Fr=0.1696E-01 -.1696E-01 Tr=0.1947E-03 -.1947E-03(P/A) =0.2457E+01 -.2457E+01
Vs=-.3039E-03 0.3039E-03 Ms=-.2042E-02 0.1560E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.2526E+02 0.1929E+02
Vt=0.4547E-02 -.4547E-02 Mt=-.7141E-03 0.6819E-03 (Mt/St)=-.8832E+01 0.8433E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1204E+01 -.1204E+01 Smax =0.2922E+02 0.1860E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.2430E+02 -.2351E+02
87 [69 ,70 ] (circular)
Fr=-.6940E+00 0.6940E+00 Tr=-.5393E-03 0.5393E-03 (P/A) =-.1006E+03 0.1006E+03
Vs=0.3431E-02 -.3431E-02 Ms=-.2637E-02 0.1560E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.3262E+02 0.1929E+02
Vt=0.1016E-01 -.1016E-01 Mt=0.3424E-03 0.2154E-04 (Mt/St)=0.4235E+01 0.2664E+00
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.3335E+01 0.3335E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1199E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1335E+03 0.8129E+02
97 [79,80 ] (circular)
Fr=-.6941E+00 0.6941E+00 Tr=0.5395E-03 -.5395E-03(P/A) =-.1006E+03 0.1006E+03
Vs=0.3406E-02 -.3406E-02 Ms=0.2641E-02 -.1562E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3267E+02 -.1932E+02
Vt=-.1017E-01 0.1017E-01 Mt=0.3388E-03 0.2241E-04 (Mt/St)=0.4191E+01 0.2772E+00
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.3336E+01 -.3336E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1199E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1335E+03 0.8126E+02
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
107 [88,89 ] (circular)
Fr=0.1692E-01 -.1692E-01 Tr -- .1954E -03 0.1954E-03 (P/A) =0.2452E+01 -.2452E+01
Vs=-.3250E-03 0.3250E-03 Ms=0.2046E-02 -.1562E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.2531E+02 -.1932E+02
Vt=-.4560E-02 0.4560E-02 Mt=-.7164E-03 0.6819E-03 (Mt/St)=-.8860E+01 0.8434E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.1208E+01 0.1208E+01 Smax =0.2926E+02 0.1863E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.2436E+02 -.2354E+02121
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.2
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
57 [40,41 ] (circular)
Fr---.4105E+00 0.4105E+00 Tr=0.2004E-03 -.2004E-03(P/A) - .5949E +02 0.5949E+02
Vs=0.2202E-02 -.2202E-02 Ms=0.2696E-02 -.1798E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3334E+02 -.2223E+02
Vt=-.8468E-02 0.8468E-02 Mt=0.6198E-03 -.3863E-03 (Mt/St)=0.7666E+01 -.4777E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1239E+01 -.1239E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.8223E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.9370E+02 0.3675E+02
67 [50,51 ] (circular)
Fr=0.4105E+00 -.4105E+00 Tr=0.2019E-03 -.2019E-03(P/A) =0.5949E+02 -.5949E+02
Vs=-.2159E-02 0.2159E-02 Ms=0.2696E-02 -.1798E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3334E+02 -.2223E+02
Vt=-.8468E-02 0.8468E-02 Mt=-.6138E-03 0.3847E-03 (Mt/St).- .7591E +01 0.4759E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1249E+01 -.1249E+01 Smax =0.9368E+02 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.2529E+02 -.8223E+02
77 [60,61 ] (circular)
Fr=0.7917E+00 -.7917E+00 Tr=-.7380E-03 0.7380E-03 (P/A) =0.1147E+03 -.1147E+03
Vs=-.3728E-02 0.3728E-02 Ms=-.1863E-02 0.8986E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.2304E+02 0.111.1E+02
Vt=0.9091E-02 -.9091E-02 Mt=0.2640E-04 -.4218E-03 (Mt/St)=0.3265E+00 -.5217E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4564E+01 0.4564E+01 Smax =0.1378E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.9170E+02 -.1270E+03
87 [69,70 ] (circular)
Fr=0.3812E+00 -.3812E+00 Tr=0.5394E-03 -.5394E-03(P/A) =0.5524E+02 -.5524E+02
Vs=-.1575E-02 0.1575E-02 Ms=-.8322E-03 0.8986E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.1029E+02 0.1111E+02
Vt=-.6261E-03 0.6261E-03 Mt=0.6353E-03 -.8024E-03 (Mt/St)=0.7858E+01 -.9924E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.3336E+01 -.3336E+01 Smax =0.6819E+02 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.4229E+02 -.7014E+02
97 [79,80 ] (circular)
Fr---.3812E+00 0.3812E+00 Tr=0.5354E-03 -.5354E-03(P/A) =-.5525E+02 0.5525E+02
Vs=0.1554E-02 -.1554E-02 Ms=-.8329E-03 0.8990E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.1030E+02 0.1112E+02
Vt=-.6234E-03 0.6234E-03 Mt=-.6411E-03 0.8059E-03 (Mt/St)=-.7929E+01 0.9968E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.3311E+01 -.3311E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.7018E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.6825E+02 0.4031E+02
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
107 [88,89 ] (circular)
Fr=-.7917E+00 0.7917E+00 Tr=-.7391E-03 0.7391E-03(P/A) =-.1147E+03 0.1147E+03
Vs=0.3763E-02 -.3763E-02 Ms=-.1864E-02 0.8990E-03 (Ms/Ss)=-.2305E+02 0.1112E+02
Vt=0.9094E-02 -.9094E-02 Mt=-.1638E-04 0.4155E-03 (Mt/St)=-.2026E+00 0.5139E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4571E+01 0.4571E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1270E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1378E+03 0.1025E+03
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.3
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
57 [40,41 ] (circular)
Fr-r-.-.2853E+00 0.2853E+00 Tr=-.9449E-04 0.9449E-04 (P/A) --=-.4135E+02 0.4135E+02
Vs=0.1139E-02 -.1139E-02 Ms=0.2497E-03 0.6551E-06 (Ms/Ss)=0.3088E+01 0.8102E-02
Vt=-.2360E-02 0.2360E-02 Mt=0.2148E-03 -.9399E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2656E+01 -.1162E+01122
(TrECTOR/Jp)=-.5843E+00 0.5843E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.4251E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4542E+02 0.4019E+02
67[50,51 ] (circular)
Fr=-.2853E+00 0.2853E+00 Tr=0.9688E-04 -.9688E-04(P/A) =-.4135E+02 0.4135E+02
Vs=0.1113E-02 -.1113E-02 Ms=-.2518E-03 0.6659E-06 (Ms/Ss)=-.3114E+01 0.8236E-02
Vt=0.2368E-02 -.2368E-02 Mt=0.2074E-03 -.8941E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2565E+01 -.1106E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.5991E+00 -.5991E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.4246E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4539E+02 0.4025E+02
77 [60 ,61 ] (circular)
Fr---.2853E+00 0.2853E+00 Tr=-.9688E-04 0.9688E-04 (P/A) =-.4135E+02 0.4135E+02
Vs=0.1118E-02 -.1118E-02 Ms=0.2510E-03 -.1947E-06 (Ms/Ss)=0.3105E+01 -.2408E-02
Vt=-.2365E-02 0.2365E-02 Mt=0.2083E-03 -.8967E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2576E+01 -.1109E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.5991E+00 0.5991E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.4246E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4539E+02 0.4024E+02
87 [69,70 ] (circular)
Fr-- .2853E +00 0.2853E+00 Tr=0.9468E-04 -.9468E-04 (P/A) - .4135E +02 0.4135E+02
Vs=0.1142E-02 -.1142E-02 Ms=-.2504E-03 -.1945E-06 (Ms/Ss)=-.3097E+01 -.2406E-02
Vt=0.2363E-02 -.2363E-02 Mt=0.2150E-03 -.9390E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2659E+01 -.1161E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.5855E+00 -.5855E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.4251E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4543E+02 0.4019E+02
97 [79,80 ] (circular)
Fr---.2853E+00 0.2853E+00 Tr=-.9576E-04 0.9576E-04 (P/A) =-.4135E+02 0.4135E+02
Vs=0.1136E-02 -.1136E-02 Ms=0.2515E-03 -.4654E-06 (Ms/Ss)=0.3111E+01 -.5756E-02
Vt=-.2367E-02 0.2367E-02 Mt=0.2119E-03 -.9150E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2621E+01 -.1132E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.5922E+00 0.5922E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.4248E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4542E+02 0.4022E+02
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
107 [88,89 ] (circular)
Fr=-.2853E+00 0.2853E+00 Tr=0.9557E-04 -.9557E-04(P/A) =-.4135E+02 0.4135E+02
Vs=0.1138E-02 -.1138E-02 Ms=-.2500E-03 -.4657E-06 (Ms/Ss)=-.3092E+01 -.5759E-02
Vt=0.2361E-02 -.2361E-02 Mt=0.2125E-03 -.9185E-04 (Mt/St)=0.2629E+01 -.1136E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.5910E+00 -.5910E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.4249E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4541E+02 0.4022E+02123
DATE:6/19/1993TIME:13:40:56
TITLE : CALIBRATION OF STEWART PLATFORM (SECOND PART)
SUBTITLE : MX=1 (CASE 1), MY=1 (CASE 2), MY=1 (CASE 3)
STRESS EVALUATION FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO. 1
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
57 [40,41 ] (circular)
Fr=0.1062E-01 -.1062E-01 Tr0.4198E -03 -.4198E-03(P/A) =0.1539E+01 -.1539E+01
Vs=0.4543E-02 -.4543E-02 Ms=-.3825E-02 0.2394E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.4731E+02 0.2961E+02
Vt=0.1350E-01 -.1350E-01 Mt=0.1286E-02 -.8045E-03 (Mt/St)=0.1591E+02 -.9950E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2596E+01 -.2596E+01 Smax =0.5146E+02 0.2969E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.4838E+02 -.3277E+02
67 [50,51 ] (circular)
Fr=-.1065E-01 0.1065E-01 Tr0.4197E -03 -.4197E-03(P/A) - .1544E +01 0.1544E+01
Vs=-.4559E-02 0.4559E-02 Ms=-.3825E-02 0.2394E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.4731E+02 0.2961E+02
Vt=0.1350E-01 -.1350E-01 Mt=-.1288E-02 0.8045E-03 (Mt/St)=-.1593E+02 0.9950E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.2596E+01 -.2596E+01 Smax =0.4838E+02 0.3278E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.5147E+02 -.2969E+02
77 [60,61 ] (circular)
Fr---.9621E+00 0.9621E+00 Tr0.3119E -03 -.3119E-03(P/A) =-.1394E+03 0.1394E+03
Vs=-.3036E-02 0.3036E-02 Ms=0.2751E-02 -.1195E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3402E+02 -.1478E+02
Vt=-.1467E-01 0.1467E-01 Mt=-.1224E-02 0.9016E-03 (Mt/St)=-.1513E+02 0.1115E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1929E+01 -.1929E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1580E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1767E+03 0.1209E+03
87 [69,70 ] (circular)
Fr=-.9515E+00 0.9515E+00 Tr=-.7312E-03 0.7312E-03 (P/A) =-.1379E+03 0.1379E+03
Vs=0.1509E-02 -.1509E-02 Ms=0.1069E-02 -.1195E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1322E+02 -.1478E+02
Vt=0.1189E-02 -.1189E-02 Mt=0.6193E-04 0.9808E-04 (Mt/St)=0.7660E+00 0.1213E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4522E+01 0.4522E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1527E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1511E+03 0.1231E+03
97 [79,80 ] (circular)
Fr=0.9515E+00 -.9515E+00 Tr- .7323E -03 0.7323E-03 (P/A) =0.1379E+03 -.1379E+03
Vs=-.1498E-02 0.1498E-02 Ms=0.1075E-02 -.1199E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.1329E+02 -.1482E+02
Vt=0.1170E-02 -.1170E-02 Mt=-.6115E-04 -.9773E-04 (Mt/St)=-.7563E+00 -.1209E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4529E+01 0.4529E+01 Smax =0.1512E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.1246E+03 -.1528E+03
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
107 [88,89 ] (circular)
Fr=0.9621E+00 -.9621E+00 Tr--0.3121E-03 -.3121E-03 (P/A) =0.1394E+03 -.1394E+03
Vs=0.3058E-02 -.3058E-02 Ms=0.2756E-02 -.1199E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3409E+02 -.1482E+02
Vt=-.1469E-01 0.1469E-01 Mt=0.1228E-02 -.9032E-03 (Mt/St)=0.1518E+02 -.1117E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.1930E+01 -.1930E+01 Smax =0.1768E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.1021E+03 -.1580E+03STRESS OUTPUT FOR BEAM ELEMENT GROUP 2CASE NO.2
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
57 [40 ,41 ] (circular)
Fr=0.1105E+01 -.1105E+01 Tr=-.6003E-03 0.6003E-03 (P/A) =0.1601E+03 -.1601E+03
Vs=0.8854E-03 -.8854E-03 Ms=-.9745E-03 0.2336E-05 (Ms/Ss)=-.1205E+02 0.2890E-01
Vt=0.9166E-02 -.9166E-02 Mt=0.6735E-03 -.5796E-03 (Mt/St)=0.8330E+01 -.7169E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.3712E+01 0.3712E+01 Smax =0.1748E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.1455E+03 -.1673E+03
67 [50,51 ] (circular)
Fr=0.1105E+01 -.1105E+01 Tr=0.6033E-03 -.6033E-03(P/A) =0.1601E+03 -.1601E+03
Vs=0.8525E-03 -.8525E-03 Ms=0.9671E-03 0.2295E-05 (Ms/Ss)=0.1196E+02 0.2838E-01
Vt=-.9140E-02 0.9140E-02 Mt=0.6642E-03 -.5738E-03 (Mt/St)=0.8215E+01 -.7097E+01
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.3731E+01 -.3731E+01 Smax =0.1746E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =0.1456E+03 -.1672E+03
77 [60,61 ] (circular)
Fr---.5431E+00 0.5431E+00 Tr=0.6675E-03 -.6675E-03(P/A) - .7871E +02 0.7871E+02
Vs=0.3555E-02 -.3555E-02 Ms=-.2838E-02 0.2080E-02 (Ms/Ss)=-.3511E+02 0.2572E+02
Vt=0.7151E-02 -.7151E-02 Mt=0.7929E-03 -.4158E-03 (Mt/St)=0.9806E+01 -.5143E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=0.4128E+01 -.4128E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1049E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1152E+03 0.5248E+02
87 [69,70 ] (circular)
Fr=-.5616E+00 0.5616E+00 Tr=0.6683E-04 -.6683E-04 (P/A) =-.8139E+02 0.8139E+02
Vs=-.4407E-02 0.4407E-02 Ms=-.3809E-02 0.2080E-02 (Ms /Ss) - .4711E +02 0.2572E+02
Vt=0.1630E-01 -.1630E-01 Mt=-.1459E-02 0.9915E-03 (Mt/St)=-.1804E+02 0.1226E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=0.4133E+00 -.4133E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1099E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1318E+03 0.5289E+02
97 [79 ,80 ] (circular)
Fr=-.5616E+00 0.5616E+00 Tr---.6789E-04 0.6789E-04(P/A) --z-.8139E+02 0.8139E+02
Vs=-.4431E-02 0.4431E-02 Ms=0.3813E-02 -.2082E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.4716E+02 -.2575E+02
Vt=-.1632E-01 0.1632E-01 Mt=-.1465E-02 0.9948E-03 (Mt/St)=-.1812E+02 0.1230E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4198E+00 0.4198E+00 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1099E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1319E+03 0.5285E+02
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
107 [88,89 ] (circular)
Fr=-.5432E+00 0.5432E+00 Tr=-.6695E-03 0.6695E-03 (P/A) =-.7872E+02 0.7872E+02
Vs=0.3563E-02 -.3563E-02 Ms=0.2842E-02 -.2082E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.3515E+02 -.2575E+02
Vt=-.7164E-02 0.7164E-02 Mt=0.7962E-03 -.4183E-03 (Mt/St)=0.9848E+01 -.5174E+01
(TrCTOR/Jp)=-.4140E+01 0.4140E+01 Smax =0.3446E-02 0.1050E+03
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1152E+03 0.5245E+02







Fr=-.4046E+00 0.4046E+00 Tr---.8065E-03 0.8065E-03 (P/A) =-.5864E+02 0.5864E+02
Vs=-.8744E-02 0.8744E-02 Ms=0.4243E-02 -.2763E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5248E+02 -.3417E+02
Vt=-.1395E-01 0.1395E-01 Mt=-.2473E-02 0.1546E-02 (Mt/St)=-.3059E+02 0.1912E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4988E+01 0.4988E+01 Smax =0.2101E+01 0.9780E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin .7-.1194E+03 0.1948E+02
67 [50,51 ] (circular)
Fr0.4046E +00 -.4046E+00 Tr -- .8065E -03 0.8065E-03 (P/A) =0.5864E+02 -.5864E+02
Vs=0.8744E-02 -.8744E-02 Ms=0.4243E-02 -.2763E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5248E+02 -.3417E+02
Vt=-.1395E-01 0.1395E-01 Mt=0.2473E-02 -.1546E-02 (Mt/St)=0.3059E+02 -.1912E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4988E+01 0.4988E+01 Smax =0.1194E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin - .2101E +01 -.9780E+02
77 [60 ,61 ] (circular)
Fr- .4046E +00 0.4046E+00 Tr- .8065E -03 0.8065E-03 (P/A) --:-.5864E+02 0.5864E+02
Vs=-.8744E-02 0.8744E-02 Ms=0.4243E-02 -.2763E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5248E+02 -.3417E+02
Vt=-.1395E-01 0.1395E-01 Mt=-.2473E-02 0.1546E-02 (Mt/St)=-.3059E+02 0.1912E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4988E+01 0.4988E+01 Smax =0.2101E+01 0.9780E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1194E+03 0.1948E+02
87 [69,70 ] (circular)
Fr=0.4046E+00 -.4046E+00 Tr=-.8065E-03 0.8065E-03 (P/A) =0.5864E+02 -.5864E+02
Vs=0.8744E-02 -.8744E-02 Ms=0.4243E-02 -.2763E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5248E+02 -.3417E+02
Vt=-.1395E-01 0.1395E-01 Mt=0.2473E-02 -.1546E-02 (Mt/St)=0.3059E+02 -.1912E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4988E+01 0.4988E+01 Smax =0.1194E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.2101E+01 -.9780E+02
97 [79,80 ] (circular)
Fr=-.4046E+00 0.4046E+00 Tr- .8065E -03 0.8065E-03 (P/A) =-.5864E+02 0.5864E+02
Vs=-.8744E-02 0.8744E-02 Ms=0.4243E-02 -.2763E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5248E+02 -.3417E+02
Vt=-.1395E-01 0.1395E-01 Mt=-.2473E-02 0.1546E-02 (Mt/St)=-.3059E+02 0.1912E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4988E+01 0.4988E+01 Smax =0.2101E+01 0.9780E+02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.1194E+03 0.1948E+02
ELEMENT FORCES MOMENTS STRESSES
NUMBER NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2 NODE1NODE2
107 [88,89 ] (circular)
Fr=0.4046E+00 -.4046E+00 Tr=-.8065E-03 0.8065E-03 (P/A) =0.5864E+02 -.5864E+02
Vs=0.8744E-02 -.8744E-02 Ms=0.4243E-02 -.2763E-02 (Ms/Ss)=0.5248E+02 -.3417E+02
Vt=-.1395E-01 0.1395E-01 Mt=0.2473E-02 -.1546E-02 (Mt/St)=0.3059E+02 -.1912E+02
(Tr*CTOR/Jp)=-.4988E+01 0.4988E+01 Smax =0.1194E+03 0.3446E-02
(Hoop Stres)=0.3446E-02 0.3446E-02 Smin =-.2101E+01 -.9780E+02126
APPENDIX D
CROSS-SHAPE STRUCTURE FEU PROGRAM AND OUTPUT
In the next pages,the fmite element program for analysis of the cross-
structure sensor is shown together with the correspondingoutput. The program
generates a model consisting of 8-nodes solid element and representing one third
of the whole structure(Fig.25). The output shows the result of the numerical
calibration performed in order to obtain the compliance matrix which was used
to determine the condition number of the sensor. This output is composed of ten
columns of stresses;the first three are the normal stressesin x, y, and z
directions.The next three columns are shear stressesin xy, yz, and xz planes
respectively.The next column is the Von Mises stress, and fmally the last three
columns are the principal stressesin x, y, and z directions.The elementsof
interest are 93, 94, 103, and 104 at their common node (285).This location is
0.5 mm from the base of the PPS and the end block on the center line. Both
forces and moments calibration are shown.127
C.
C* COSMOS/MGeostar V1.65






















































































CASE 1CASE 2CASE 3
SUBTITLE: FX. 1FY= 1FZ= 1
STRESS EVALUATION FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
STRESS OUTPUT FOR 3/D ELEMENT GROUP 1CASE NO 1
ELEMENT OUTPUT VON MISES
NUMBER NODE SIGMA-X1SIGMA-X2SIGMA -X3TAU-X12TAU-X23TALI-X13STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESSES
9




















CENTER2.2107E+01 3.3770E-01 3.2596E+00-9.4076E-02-1.6746E-01-4.2304E-01 2.0481E+01 2.2117E+01 3.2595E400 3.2791E-01
201.6984E4.011.0630E+001 .6223E+00 - 9.5893E -02 - 2.8045E -01 - 2.4034E -011.5662E+011.6988E+011.7343E+00 9.4856E-01
2651.6984E+01-3.6573E-014.6012E-01 -9.5893E-02 -5.4478E-02 -2.4034E-011.6958E+011.6988E0014.6004E-01 -3.6967E-01
2752.7153E+01-3.6573E-014.3973E+00 -9.5893E-02 -5.4478E-02 -6.0575E-012.5496E+012.7169E+014.3817E400 -3.66646-01
242.7153E+011.0630E+006.5589E+00 - 9.5893E -02 - 2.8045E -01 - 6.0575E -012.3851E+012.7171E4-016.5551E+00 1.0485E400
281.7158E+019.9803E-011.6223E+00-9.2260E-02-2.8045E-01-2.4034E-011.5871E+011.7162E0011.7255E+00 8.9055E-01
2851.7158E+01-3.4446E-014.6012E-01 -9.2260E-02 -5.4478E-02 -2.4034E-011.7121E4011.7162E4014.6017E-01 -3.4846E-01
2952.7134E401-3.4446E-014.3973E+00 -9.2260E-02 -5.4478E-02 -6.0575E-012.5464E4-012.7151E4-014.3817E+00 -3.4535E-01
3227134E0019.98036.016.5589E+00 -9.2260E-02 - 2.8045E -01 - 6.0575E -012.3876E+012.7152E0016.5549E+00 9.8378E-01
94
CENTER 2.2483E001-7.5418E-02 2.1867E400 5.7094E-03-4.3421E-02-3.5337E-01 2.1526E+01 2.2490E+01 2.1814E+00 - 7.6258E-02
2851.7333E+01-1.4294E-016.0105E-015.3051E-02-5.4478E-02-3.8353E-011.7129E+011.7342E0015.9645E-01-1.4729E-01
2661.7333E+015.8604E -02- 3.7128E -015.3051E -02- 3.2363E -02 - 3.8353E -011.7506E4-011.7341E+016.0994E -02 - 3.8214E -01





2952.7815E+01-1.4389E-014.6797E+00 -4.1633E-02-5.4478E-02 -3.2322E-012.5893E+012.7819E+014.6758E+00 -1.4456E-01
95
CENTER2.2804E401 5.8348602 1.4865E+00 2.5332E -02 - 1.1515E -02 - 2.7988E -01 2.2072E+01 2.2808E+01 1.4829E+00 5.8272E-02
2661.7612E+012.6332E -01- 1.9861E -014.9233E-02-3.2363E-02-2.3975E-011.7589E+011.7615E+012.6552E -01 - 2.0417E -01
2671.7612E+012.5679E-02-9.7881E-014.9233E-029.3335E-03 -2.3975E-011.8114E4011.7615E4012.5616E-02 -9.8198E-01
2772.8115E+012.5679E-023.0978E+004.9233E-029.3335E -03- 3.2000E -012.6692E+012.8119E+013.0937E400 2.5568E -02
2762.8115E+012.6332E-014.0256E0004.9233E -02- 3.2363E-02 - 3.2000E -012.6180E4012.8119E4014.0216E+00 2.6294E-01
2861.7488E4.018.2890E-02-1.9861E-011.4320E-03-3.2363E-02 -2.3975E-011.7552E+011.7491E+018.6526E-02 -2.0549E-01
2871.7488E+01-1.3830E-01-9.7881E-011.4320E-039.3335E -03- 2.3975E -011.8066E+011.7491E401-1.3819E-01 -9.8203E-01
2972.8003E+01-1.3830E-013.0978E+001.4320E-039.3335E-03-3.2000E-012.6677E+012.8007E+013.0937E+00-1.3832E-01
2962.8003E+018.2890E-024.0256E+001.4320E -03- 3.2363E-02 - 3.2000E -012.6178E+012.8007E+014.0216E+00 8.2624E-02
96
CENTER2.2988E+01 1.9618E-02 9.3035E-01 1.5018E-02 1.5014E-02-1.5191E-01 2.2528E+01 2.2989E+01 9.2955E-01 1.9364E-02
2671.7744E+01 1.0698E-01-8.6991E-012.0073E-029.3335E-03 -1.2353E-011.8146E+011.7744E+01 1.0704E-01 -8.7082E-01
2681.7744E+01 5.7548E -02- 1.2904E+002.0073E-022.0695E -02 - 1.2353E -011.8398E+011.7744E+01 5.7838E-02 - 1.2915E+00
2782.8229E+01 5.7548E-022.6865E+002.0073E-022.0695E-02-1.8028E-012.6955E+012.8230E+01 2.6854E000 5.7372E-02
2772.8229E0-01 1.0698E-013.1952E+002.0073E-029.3335E-03 - 1.8028E -012.6714E+012.8230E+01 3.1939E+00 1.0694E-01
2871.7755E+01 -1.3336E-02-8.6991E-019.9622E-039.3335E-03 -1.2353E-011.8213E+011.7755E+01 -1.3242E-02 -8.7083E-01
2881.7755E+01-7.2717E-02-1.2904E+009.9622E-032.0695E-02-1.2353E-011.8468E+011.7755E+01-7.2373E-02-1.2915E100
2982.8224E+01- 7.2717E -022.6865E+009.9622E-032.0695E-02 - 1.8028E -012.7025E+012.8225E+01 2.6854E+00 - 7.2875E -02
2972.8224E+01 - 1.3336E -023.1952E+009.9622E-039.3335E-03-1.8028E-012.6779E+012.8225E+01 3.1939E400-1.3367E-02
97
CENTER2.3071E+01 2.2284E-02 6.6471E-01-4.7169E-03 2.2495E-02-5.0011E-02 2.2735E001 2.3071E+01 6.6539E-01 2.1496E-02
2681.7752E+019.2035E-02-1.2486E+00-3.9865E-032.0695E-02-3.6616E-021.8387E+011.7752E+019.2354E-02 - 1.2490E+00
2691.7752E+015.6474E-02-1.3888E+00-3.9865E-032.4295E -02- 3.6616E-021.8461E+011.7752E4015.6882E -02- 1.3892E+00
2792.8318E+015.6474E-022.5574E+00 -3.9865E-032.4295E-02 -8.3405E-022.7098E+012.8318E+012.5575E+00 5.6237E-02
2782.8318E+019.2035E-022.7388E+00 -3.9885E-032.0895E -02- 6.3405E-022.7000E+012.8318E+012.7388E+00 9.1872E-02
2881.7884E+01-1.3168E-02-1.2486E+00 -5.4474E-032.0895E -02- 3.6616E -021.8546E0011.7884E+01- 1.2823E-02- 1.2490E+00
2891.7884E+01-4.6204E-02-1.3888E+00 -5.4474E-032.4295E-02 -3.6616E-021.8638E+011.7884E001-4.5766E-02 -1.3893E+00
2992.8331E+01-4.6204E-0225574E+00 - 5.4474E-032.4295E-02 -6.3405E-022.7170E+012.8331E+012.5575E400- 4.6432E-02
2982.8331E4.01-1.3168E-022.7388E400-5.4474E-032.0695E-02-6.3405E-022.7074E+012.8331E+012.7388E+00-1.3325E-02
103


















3152.7618E+01-1.4294E-014.6797E4005.3051E-025.4478E-023.2322E-012.5698E4.012.7622E+014.6758E+00 - 1.4367E -01
105





3061.7612E+012.6332E-01-1.9861E-014.9233E-023.2363E-022.3975E-011.7589E4.011.7615E4012.6652E -01 - 2.0417E -01
3071.7612E+012.5679E-02-9.7881E-014.9233E-02-9.3335E-032.3975E-011.8114E+011.7615E+012.5616E-02 -9.8198E-01
3172.8115E012.5679E-023.0978E4004.9233E -02- 9.3335E-033.2000E-012.6692E0012.8119E+013.0937E40 2.5568E-02
3162.8115E+012.6332E-014.0256E+004.9233E-02 3.2363E-023.2000E-012.6180E4-012.8119E+014.0216E+00 2.6294E-01
106
CENTER2.2988E+01 1.9618E-02 9.3035E-01 1.5018E-02 -1.5014E-02 1.5191E-01 2.2528E+01 2.2989E+01 9.2955E-01 1.9364E-02
2871.7755E+01 -1.3336E-02-8.6991E-019.9622E-03 -9.3335E-031.2353E011.8213E+011.7755E+01 -1.3242E-02-8.7083E-01
2881 .7755E+01- 7.2717E -02-1.2904E0009.9622E-03 -2.0695E-021.2353E-011.8468E+011.7755E+01 -7.2373E-02-1.2915E+00
2982.8224E401- 7.2717E-022.6865E+009.9622E -03- 2.0695E -021.8028E-012.7025E+012.8225E+01 2.6854E+00- 7.2875E -02
2972.8224E+01 - 1.3336E -023.1952E409.9622E-03 -9.3335E-031.8028E-012.6779E+012.8225E+01 3.1939E+00- 1.3367E-02
3071.7744E+01 1.0698E-01-8.6991E-012.0073E-02 -9.3335E-031.2353E-011.8146E+011.7744E+01 1.0704E-01 -8.7082E-01
3081.7744E41 5.7548E-02-1.2904E+002.0073E-02 -2.0695E-021.2353E-011.8398E+011.7744E+01 5.7838E-02-1.2915E+00
3182.8229E+01 5.7548E-022.6865E6.002.0073E -02- 2.0695E -021.8028E-012.6955E+012.8230E+01 2.6854E+005.7372E-02
3172.8229E+01 1.0698E-013.1952E+002.0073E-02 -9.3335E-031.8028E-012.6714E+012.8230E+01 3.1939E+001.0694E-01
107









STRESS OUTPUT FOR 3/D ELEMENT GROUP1CASE NO.2
ELEMENT OUTPUT VON MISES
NUMBER NODE SIGMA-X1SIGMA-X2SIGMA-X3TAU-X12TAU-X23TAU-X13STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESSES
9
CENTER -5.2425E+01 3.6617E+00 -1.0058E+01 -2.3805E+01 3.8065E-01 -7.3661E-01 6.5319E401 1.2404E+01 -1.0046E+01 -6.1179E+01









CENTER -5.2425E+01 3.6617E+00 - 1.00580401 -2.3805E+01 -3.8065E-01 7.3661E-01 6.5319E+01 1.2404E+01 -1.0046E4431 -6.1179E+01























2752.5922E+02- 1.7418E+01 8.9340E+012.4122E+016.8819E-016.7064E-012.4523E+022.6131E+028.9343E+01- 1.9511E+01
285-2.6304E+02- 1.6607E+01 - 9.8641E+012.3347E+016.8819E-01-2.3483E-012.2109E+02-1.4409E+01- 9.8646E+01- 2.6523E+02




CENTER -9.2750E-01 1.7330E400 1.1154E+00 2.3045E+01 5.9504E-01 3.9467E-01 4.0008E401 2.3488E+01 1.1345E+00 -22701E+01
266-1.8490E+024.7740E+00- 6.5286E+012.3011E+015.3819E-019.6159E-011.7085E+027.5282E+00-6.5280E+01-1.8766E+02
267-1.8490E402-8.9970E-01-6.6868E+012.3011E4016.5190E-019.6159E-011.6632E+021.9385E+00-6.8863E+01-1.8775E+02







CENTER -1.5056E+00 -4.2554E-01 -1.0519E-01 2.2426E+01 5.0511E-01 6.5297E-01 3.8891E+01 2.1468E+01 -7.6765E-02 -23427E+01
267-1.1097E+02-1.3158E400 -4.0277E+012.2187E+016.5190E-019.6078E-011.0368E4023.0082E+00 - 4.0267E+01 - 1.1530E+02
268-1.1097E4025.7287E-01 -3.9273E+012.2187E+013.5833E-019.6078E-011.0519E+024.8248E+00 -3.9260E+01 -1.1523E402
2781.0814E+025.7287E-01 3.9751E4012.2187E+013.5833E-013.4516E-011.0183E+021.1254E+02 3.9754E+01 -3.8276E+00
2771.0814E+02-1.3158E+00 3.9378E+012.2187E+016.5190E-013.4516E-011.0325E+021.1247E+02 3.9389E+01- 5.6530E+00
287-1.1097E402-1.3954E+00 -4.0277E+012.2666E+016.5190E-019.6078E-011.0394E4023.1128E+00 -4.0267E+01 -1.1549E+02
288-1.1097E+024.3613E -013.9273E+012.2666E+013.5833E-019.6078E-011.0540E+024.8717E+00 3.9260E+01 - 1.1542E+02
2981.0777E+024.3613E-01 3.9751E+012.2666E+013.5833E-013.4516E-011.0192E+021.1236E+02 3.9754E+01 -4.1580E+00
2971.0777E+02- 1.3954E+00 3.9378E+012.2666E+016.5190E-013.4516E-011.0330E+021.1229E+02 3.9389E+01 -5.9254E+00
97
CENTER -2.1926E+00 1.5567E-01 -2.5872E-02 2.2090E401 1.7793E-01 7.4267E-01 3.8351E401 2 .1110E+01 - 1.3867E -02 -2.3159E+01
268-3.8272E+011.5504E-01-1.3205E+012.1824E+013.5833E-019.4173E-015.0731E+011.0018E+01-1.3176E+01-4.8164E+01
269-3.8272E4011.9123E-01-1.2834E+012.1824E+01-2.4624E-039.4173E-015.0790E+011.0055E+01-1.2820E+01-4.8150E+01







CENTER -4.5964E-01 2.3200E+01 1.0540E+01 2.4300E+01 -6.2140E-01 2.5847E-01 4.6833E+01 3.8412E+01 1.0525E+01 -1.5656E+01























2961.8286E+02 4.2189E+006.9996E+012.3080E+01- 5.3819E -011.7224E-011.6152E+021.8580E+026.9999E+011.2815E400
306-1.8490E+02 4.7740E+00-6.5286E+012.3011E+01-5.3819E-01-9.6159E-011.7085E+027.5282E+00-6.5280E+01-1.8766E+02




CENTER -1.5056E400 -4.2554E-01 -1.0519E-01 2.2426E+01 -5.0511E-01 4.5297E-01 3.8891E+01 2.1468E+01 -7.6765E-02 -23427E+01
287-1.1097E402-1.3954E+00 -4.0277E+012.2666E+01 4.5190E -01 - 9.6078E -011.0394E4023.1128E4-00 -4.0267E+01 -1.1549E+02
288-1.1097E+024.3813E -013.9273E+012.2666E+01 -3.5833E-01-9.6078E-011.0540E+024.8717E+00 -3.9260E+01 -1.1542E+02
2981.0777E+024.3613E-01 3.9751E+012.2666E+01 4.5833E-01-3.4516E-011.0192E+021.1236E402 3.9754E+01 -4.1580E+00
2971.0777E+02-1.3954E+00 3.9378E+012.2666E+01 -6.5190E-01-3.4516E-011.0330E+021.1229E+02 3.9389E+01 -5.9254E+00
307-1.1097E+02-1.3158E+00 -4.0277E+012.2187E401 4.5190E-01-9.6078E-011.0368E+023.0082E+00 - 4.0267E+01 - 1.1530E+02
308-1.1097E4025.7287E -014.9273E+012.2187E+01 -3.5833E-01-9.6078E-011.0519E+024.8248E+00 3.9260E+01 - 1.1523E+02
3181.0814E+025.7287E-01 3.9751E+012.2187E401 -3.5833E-01-3.4516E-011.0183E+021.1254E+02 3.9754E+01 -3.8276E+00
3171.0814E+02-1.3158E+00 3.9378E+012.2187E4.01 -6.5190E-014.4516E-011.0325E+021.1247E+02 3.9389E401 -5.6530E+00
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309-3.8272E+011.9123E-01-1.2834E+012.1824E+012.4624E -03- 9.4173E -015.0790E+011.0055E+01-1.2820E+01-4.8150E+01
3193.3899E+011.9123E-011.3026E+012.1824E+012.4624E-03-5.4361E-014.7939E+014.4627E+011.3021E+01-1.0532E+01
3183.3899E+011.5504E-011.2910E+012.1824E+01-3.5833E-01-5.4361E-014.7970E+014.4616E+011.2920E+01-1.0572E+01
STRESS OUTPUT FOR VD ELEMENT GROUP1CASE NO.3
ELEMENT OUTPUT VON MISES
NUMBER NODE SIGMA-X1SIGMA-X2SIGMA-X3TAU-X12TAU-X23TAU-X13STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESSES
9
CENTER -6.0510E+00 3.2230E-02 -6.4598E-02 -4.2808E-01 3.4444E+00 1.2473E+01 2.3223E+01 1.0613E+01 -6.0661E-01 -1.6090E+01
19- 1.4392E+01- 8.3271E -01-4.2085E-02-8.0833E-01-7.1056E-011.3412E+012.7172E+017.9973E+00 - 7.8474E -01 - 2.2479E+01
20-1.4392E+01 9.7326E-01-6.0110E-01-8.0833E-017.5994E+001.3412E+013.0483E+011.2025E+01 -2.9930E+00 -2.3053E+01
244.9831E+00 9.7326E-013.1867E-01-8.0833E-017.5994E+001.1535E+012.5834E+011.2294E+01 - 2.4491E+00 - 1.7538E+01
23-8.9831E+00 -8.3222E -016.6130E-02-8.0833E-01-7.1056E-011.1535E+012.1845E+017.9340E+00 -7.6329E-01 -1.6920E+01
274. 3446E -01 - 4.3542E-02-4.2085E-02-4.7821E-02-7.1056E-011.3412E+012.3270E+011.3094E+01 -4.0143E-02 -1.3774E+01
28-6.3446E-01 3.1426E-02-6.0110E-01-4.7821E-027.5994E+001.3412E+012.6708E+011.4902E+01 -1.7161E-01 -1.5935E+01
32-1.9395E-01 3.1426E-023.1867E-01-4.7821E-027.5994E4001.1535E+012.3929E+011.3934E+01 4.0699E -02- 1.3697E+01
31-1.9395E-01 -4.3542E-026.6130E-02-4.7821E-02-7.1056E-011.1535E+012.0018E+011.1491E+01 -3.8240E-02 -1.1624E+01
12
CENTER5.2456E+00 -1.9978E-02 -1.5919E-02 3.3318E-01 3.4344E+00 1.2473E+01 2.3025E+01 1.5599E+01 5.1331E -01 - 1.0903E+01
27-4.4918E-01-1.0126E-01-2.0142E-01-4.7821E-02-7.1586E-011.3411E+012.3264E+011.3103E+01-9.7158E-02 -1.3758E+01
28-4.4918E-011.4391E-015.3281E-014.7821E-027.5846E+001.3411E+912.6700E+011.5549E+01-4.0611E-02 -1.5281E+01







CENTER -6.5871E+00 2.1557E-02 -9.1127E-01 -1.2415E-01 4.6123E+00 2.9044E+01 5.1312E+01 2.5909E+01 -1.8057E-01 -3.3205E+01
20-5.2394E+007.1673E-019.9423E-01 -2.4831E-017.5994E+002.1774E+014.0410E+01 2.1585E+01 -7.6145E-02 -2.5038E+01
265-5.2394E+003.0966E-014.8046E-01 -2.4831E-011.6252E+002.1774E+013.8239E+01 1.9681E+01 2.4227E-01 -2.4373E+01
275-1.8958E+013.0966E-01-3.2400E-K10 -2.4831E-011.6252E+003.6314E+016.5419E+01 2.6133E+01 2.4555E -014.8288E+01
24-1.8958E+017.1673E-01-1.8798E+00 -2.4831E-017.5994E+003.6314E+016.6875E+01 2.8255E+01 -2.2967E-01 -4.8146E+01
28- 3.2139E -013.1515E -019.9423E-01 9.8880E-067.5994E+002.1774E+013.9967E+01 2.3408E+01 - 3.1582E-01- 2.2735E+01
285-3.2139E-01-6.2500E-014.8046E-01 9.8880E-061.6252E+002.1774E+013.7832E+01 2.1917E+01 -6.2332E-01 -2.1760E+01
295- 1.8293E+00- 6.2500E -01-3.2400E+00 9.8880E-061.6252E+003.6314E+016.3001E+01 3.3823E+01 -6.2742E-01 -3.8890E+01
32-1.8293E400-3.1515E-01-1.8798E+00 9.8880E-067.5994E+003.6314E+016.4278E+01 3.5279E+01 -3.7878E-01 -3.8924E+01
94
CENTER -5.7041E+00 -2.9539E-03 -1.0968E400 -3.0831E-01 1.2706E+00 2.9955E+01 5.2196E+01 2.6692E+01 -3.9657E-02 4.3456E+01
265-5.3484E+001.1706E+006.2919E -01 - 61508E -011.6252E+00 2.9385E+015.1369E+01 2.7277E+01 1.0824E+00 -3.1908E+01
266-5.3484E+00-2.7966E-028.5370E-01 -6.1508E-019.1598E-01 2.9385E+015.1263E401 2.7344E+01 -7.0793E-02 -3.1796E+01
276-1.5060E+01-2.7966E-02-3.4749E+00 -6.1508E-019.1598E-01 3.0525E+015.4635E+01 2.1857E+01 -8.2730E-02 -4.0337E+01
275-1.5060E+011.1706E+00-2.3953E+00 -6.1508E-011.6252E+00 3.0525E+01 5.4978E+01 2.2574E401 1.0509E+00 -3.9909E+01
285-3.7957E-01-4.9251E-016.2919E-01 -1.5541E-031.6252E+00 2.9385E+015.0985E+01 2.9559E+01 -4.9234E-01 -2.9309E+01
286-3.7957E-01-6.6190E-018.5370E-01 -1.5541E-039.1598E-01 2.9385E+015.0940E+01 2.9643E+01 -6.6173E-01 -2.9169E+01
296-2.0285E+00-6.6190E-01-3.4749E+00 -1.5541E-039.1598E-01 3.0525E+015.2950E+01 2.7796E+01 -6.6323E-01 -3.3298E+01
295-2.0285E+00-4.9251E-01-2.3953E+00 -1.5541E-031.6252E+00 3.0525E+015.2974E+01 2.8359E+01 -4.9703E-01 -3.2778E+01
95








296-1.8118E+004.1134E -01- 2.6705E+00 -3.1179E-039.1598E-012.9852E+015.1768E+012.7629E+01-4.1285E-014.2110E+01
96
CENTER 4.3853E+00 -3.0924E-02 -4.2531E-01 -2.9325E-01 4.2827E-01 3.1381E+01 5.4453E+01 2.9519E+01 -3.9597E-02 4.3321E+01
267-3.7543E+008.5168E-018.1577E-01 -5.8299E-015.6900E-013.3178E+015.7666E+013.1809E+018.3033E-01 4.4726E+01
268-3.7543E+00-5.1344E-011.4565E-01 -5.8299E-012.8755E-013.3178E+015.7591E+013.1443E+01-5.2356E-01 -3.5041E+01




298-1.3311E+003.1870E -01- 1.4599E+00 4.5160E-032.8755E-012.9583E+015.1253E+012.8189E+01-3.1887E-01 -3.0980E+01
297-1.3311E+00- 1.4323E -01- 1.2028E+00 -3.5160E-035.6900E-012.9583E+015.1261E+012.61322E+01-1.4380E-01 -3.0855E+01
97







299-9.8316E-01-1.7443E-014.2959E -01- 3.0976E -033.6192E-022.9427E+015.0975E+012.8622E+01-1.7444E-014.0234E+01
298-9.8316E-012.6352E-02- 3.9890E -013.0976E-032.8755E-012.9427E+015.0980E+012.8739E+012.6195E-024.0121E+01
103






3054.3855E+00- 28622E -01- 4.8131E -012.4747E-011.6214E+002.1767E+013.8108E+012.3888E+01-2.2396E-01-2.0046E+01
3151.7327E+01-2.8622E-012.9500E+002.4747E-011.6214E+003.6288E+016.4979E-014.7146E+01-2.2638E-01-2.0330E+01
401.7327E+01- 7.9076E -011.4701E40024747E-017.5846E+003.6288E4016.6450E+014.6983E+018.1956E-02- 2.9059E+01
104
CENTER 4.4510E+00 8.7278E-03 9.6869E-01 3.0185E-01 1.2675E00 29942E+01 5.2068E+01 3.2715E+01 4.2431E-02- 27329E+01
285-4.8941E-015.0625E-01 -6.4163E-01 -1.5541E-031.6214E+00 29369E+015.0958E+01 2.8850E401 5.0305E-01 -2.9978E+01
286-4.8941E-016.6304E-01 -8.0941E-01 -1.5541E-039.1361E-01 29369E+015.0911E+01 2.8735E+01 6.6183E-01 -3.0033E+01
2964.0505E-016.6304E-01 3.2253E+00- 1.5541E-039.1361E-01 3.0515E+015.2946E+01 3.23713E+01 6.6272E-01 -28746E401
2954.0505E-015.0625E-01 21006E+00 - 1.5541E-031.6214E+00 3.0515E+015.2953E+01 3.1823E+01 5.0580E -01 - 29317E+01
3054.4585E+00-1.1563E+00 -6.4163E-01 6.0525E-011.6214E00 2.9369E-015.1240E+01 3.1401E+01 -1.0722E+00 -2.7669E+01
3064.4585E+0021877E-02 -8.0941E -01 6.0525E-019.1361E-01 2.9369E+015.1140E+01 3.1313E+01 6.3231E-02 - 2.7705E+01
3161.3430E+012.1877E-02 3.2253E+00 6.0525E-019.1361E-01 3.0515E+015.4260E+01 3.9266E+01 7.3673E-02 -2.2663E+01
3151.3430E+01-1.1563E+00 2.1005E+00 6.0525E-011.6214E400 3.0515E+015.4574E+01 3.8810E+01 - 1.0444E+00 - 2.3391E+01
105
CENTER 3.4305E+00 7.6565E-02 7.5726E-01 3.2857E-01 7.4149E-01 3.0825EP01 5.3497E+01 3.2950E+01 9.4420E-02 -2.8780E+01
286-5.6324E-014.0713E-01-1.1539E+00 -3.1179E-039.1361E-013.1808E+015.5132E+013.0964E+014.0615E -01 -3.2680E+01
287-5.6324E-014.9025E-014.053E1E-01 4.1179E-035.6938E-013.1808E+015.5109E+013.1379E4014.8980E-01 -3.2247E+01
29720526E-014.9025E-0120666E+00 -3.1179E-035.6938E-012.9842E+015.1727E+013.0998E+014.9002E-01 -28726E+01
29620526E-014.0713E-012.4217E+00 -3.1179E-039.1361E-012.9842E+015.1756E+013.1190E+014.0675E -01 - 2.8583E+01
3063.7663E+004.7031E-01-1.1539E400 6.6026E-019.1361E-013.1808E+015.5334E+013.3209E+014.2879E-01 -3.0638E01
3073.7663E+0027920E -014.0538E -01 6.6026E-015.6938E-013.1808E+015.5245E+013.3603E+013.0363E -014.0167E+01
3171.0314E+012.7920E-012.0666E+00 6.6026E-015.6938E-012.9842E+015.2535E4013.6316E+013.0949E -01 - 2.3966E+01
3161.0314E+014.7031E-012.4217E+00 6.6026E-019.1361E-012.9842E+015.2674E+013.6470E+014.1566E-01 -2.3789E+01
106
CENTER2.1158E+00 3.0896E-02 3.9802E-01 2.8578E-01 4.2904E-01 3.1375E+01 5.4385E+01 3.2644E+01 3.9136E-02 -3.0139E+01









CENTER6.8020E-01 1.5646E-02 1.4210E-01 2.5443E-01 1.6320E-01 3.1624E+01 5.4781E401 3.2037E+01 1.8298E-02 4.1217E+01
288 5. 3449E-0 1 - 2.9311E -02 - 5.7919E-014.0976E-03 2.8871E-01 3.3825E+01 5.8592E+01 3.3270E+01- 2.9401E-02 4.4383E01
2894.3449E-011.7473E-013.1790E -014.0976E-033.7691E-023.3825E+015.8593E+013.3720E+011.7472E -014.3936E+01
299-5.9586E-011.7473E-015.5564E-01 4.0976E-033.7691E-022.9424E+015.0973E+012.9409E+011.7472E-01-2.9449E+01
2985.9586E -01- 29311E-022.7404E -014.0976E-032.8871E-012.9424E+015.0971E+012.9267E+01-19426E-02-2.9589E+01
3081.3039E+00-7.5255E-01-5.7919E-01 5.1197E-012.8871E-013.3825E+015.8629E+013.4202E+01-7.4362E-01-3.3486E+01
3091.3039E-006.6972E-013.1790E-01 5.1197E-013.7691E-023.3825E+015.8600E+013.4643E+016.7078E-01-3.3023E+01
3192.5473E+006.6972E-015.5564E-01 5.1197E-013.7691E-022.9424E+015.1008E+013.0996E+016.7100E -01- 2.7894E+01
3182.5473E+00- 7.5255E -012.7404E-01 5.1197E-012.8871E-012.9424E/015.1057E+013.0857E+01-7.4184E-01-2.8046E+01134
DATE.7/13/1993TIME.14:40:45
TITLE : CROSS STRUCT. CALIB. RESULTS
CASE 1CASE 2 CASE 3
SUBTITLE :MX = 1MY = 1MZ = 1
STRESS EVALUATION FOR STATIC ANALYSIS
STRESS OUTPUT FOR 3/D ELEMENT GROUP 1 CASE NO. 1
ELEMENT OUTPUT VON MISES
NUMBER NODE SIGMA-X1SIGMA-X2SIGMA-X3TAU-X12TAU-X23TAU-X13STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESSES
9






2.2875E+02 286.3658E+003.8544E+001.4138E+012.7418E-08 7.8977E+011.0572E+02 1.4184E+024.7547E+00 -1.2224E+02
321.3361E+003.8544E+00- 4.2652E -012.7418E-08 7.8977E+015.5845E+011.6758E+029.8043E+012.1751E+00- 9.5455E+01
311.3361E+0018475E+001.4743E-012.7418E-08 -2.5312E+005.5845E+019.6881E+015.6650E+013.8424E+00 -5.5161E+01
12
CENTER1.9519E+01 2.3256E+00 -6.8461E+00 -2.9473E+00 3.8223E+01 8.0781E+01 1.5660E4-02 9.6316E+01 3.1638E+00 -8.4481E+01









CENTER -3.8577E+01 -8.5320E+00 -3.9186E+00 -9.4423E+00 5.5426E+01 2.0833E+02 3.7516E+02 1.9866E+02 -1.5151E+01 -2.3453E402
201.2342E+02-4.2661E+013.8603E+01-1.8885E+017.8977E+012.2324E+024.3587E+023.2003E+02-3.3804E+01 -1.6686E+02
2651.2342E+021.2941E+014.3587E+01- 1.8885E +0111875E+012.2324E+024.0422E+023.1434E+029.8685E+00 - 1.4426E+02
275-2.7332E+021.2941E+01-5.1532E+01-1.8885E+013.1875E+011.9341E+024.2894E+028.0758E+01-7.2974E+00 -3.8537E+02
24-2.7332E+02-4.2661E+01-4.6332E+01-1.8885E+017.8977E+011.9341E+024.2939E+021.0566E+02-8.2307E+01 -3.8566E+02
281.4001E+01-2.1847E+0018603E+011.3381E-077.8977E+012.2324E+024.1169E+022.6262E +02 - 3.6622E -01 -2.1183E+02









2851.1631E +01- 7.5156E -013.6225E+012.6643E-073.1875E+013.1197E+025.4414E+023.3770E+02 -6.2304E-01 -2.8998E+02
2861.1631E+01-4.0253E+003.3166E4-012.6643E-072.0953E+013.1197E+025.4253E+023.3522E+02 -3.9546E+00 -2.9050E+02
296-1.6408E+014.0253E+00-5.0752E+012.6643E-072.0953E+011.1097E+022.0005E+028.0929E+01 -4.4709E+00 -1.4764E+02
295-1.6408E+01-7.5156E-01-3.5624E+012.6643E-073.1875E+011.1097E+022.0225E+029.0591E+01 - 1.9899E+00 - 1.4138E+02
95
CENTER -2.4127E+01 -1.2736E+00 -5.3547E+00 -8.6000E+00 1.6960E+01 2.1665E+02 3.7727E+02 2.0372E+02 -2.7570E+00 -2.3172E402
2664.7751E+012.2107E+00 2.8686E+01-1.7200E+012.0953E+013.5450E+026.1708E+023.9470E+02 3.9012E-01 -3.1644E+02
2674.7751E+01-1.2813E+00 1.9712E+01-1.7200E+011.2967E+013.5450E+026.1662E+023.8968E+02 -2.4304E+00 -3.2107E+02
277-1.3824E4-02-1.2813E400 -3.1253E+01-1.7200E+011.2967E+017.8790E+011.8859E+022.5127E +01 - 1.5450E +01 -1.8045E+02
276-1.3824E+022.2107E+00 -3.8563E+01-1.7200E+012.0953E+017.8790E+011.9102E+023.0258E+01 -2.3083E+01 -1.8176E+02
2867.6273E+00- 2.8623E+00 2.8686E+012.6842E-072.0953E4013.5450E+026.1571E4023.7342E+02 -2.8256E400 -3.3714E+02
2877.6273E+00-3.1617E+00 1.9712E+012.6842E-071.2967E+013.5450E+026.1474E+023.6845E+02 -3.1473E+00 -3.4113E+02
297-1.3651E+01- 3.1617E+00- 3.1253E +012.6842E-071.2967E+017.8790E+011.4047E+025.8060E+01 - 3.4512E+00 - 1.0267E+02
296-1.3651E+01-2.84323E+00 -3.8563E+012.6842E-072.0953E+017.8790E+011.4473E+025.6847E+01 -3.6146E4-00 -1.0831E+02
96










CENTER -4.7846E+00 -1.7349E-01 -9.9861E-01 -6.8494E+00 3.1185E+00 2.2181E+02 3.14444E+02 2.1916E+02 3.6756E -0142475E+02
2688.2598E+005.0246E+008.3403E+00- 1.3699E +016.1999E400 3.9291E+02 6.8104E+02 4.0171E+02 4.5977E+00 -3.8468E+02
2698.2598E+00-4.5951E+002.8691E -01- 1.3699E +013.7094E-02 3.9291E+02 6.8104E+02 3.9744E+02 -4.5918E+00 -3.8890E402
279-2.6275E+01-4.5951E400-6.2480E+00-1.3699E4013.7094E-02 5.0719E+01 9.3366E4-01 3.7302E+01 -4.7278E400 4.9692E+01
278-2.6275E+015.0246E+00-6.3737E400-1.3699E+016.1999E+00 5.0719E+01 9.5647E+01 4.0645E+01 4.5384E-01 -6.84323E+01
2881.3507E+001.5179E-018.3403E4.001.5338E-076.1999E+00 3.9291E+02 6.8067E+02 3.9782E+02 1.5208E-01 -3.8813E+02
2891.3507E+00- 1.2752E+002.8691E-011.5338E-073.7094E-02 3.9291E+02 6.8054E+02 3.9373E+02 - 1.2752E+00 -3.9209E+02
299-2.4741E+130-1.2752E+00-6.2480E4001.5338E-073.7094E-02 5.0719E+01 8.7963E+01 4.6393E+01 -1.2752E+00 -5.5115E+01
298-2.4741E+001.5179E-01 -6.3737E4001.5338E-076.1999E+00 5.0719E+01 8.8685E+01 4.6731E401 1.1288E-01 -5.5540E+01
103
CENTER3.8577E1.01 8.5320E+00 3.9186E+00 9.4423E+00 5.5426E+01 2.0833E+02 3.7516E4-02 2.3453E+02 1.5151E+01 -1.9866E+02135
28-1.4001E+0121847E+00- 3.8603E+011.3381E-077.8977E+012.2324E+02 4.1169E+02 2.1183E+023.6623E-01 -2.6282E+02
285-1.4001E0012.2237E+00-4.3587E+011.3381E-073.1875E+012.2324E+02 3.9266E+02 1.9739E+021.8949E+00 -2.5464E402
2951.8409E4012.2237E+005.1532E+011.3381E-073.1875E4011.9341E+02 3.4229E+02 2.3151E0022.6604E+00 - 1.6200E+02
321.8409E+012.1847E+004.6332E+011.3381E-077.8977E+011.9341E+02 3.6391E+02 2.4073E+024.5346E+00 - 1.7834E+02
38-1.2342E+024.2661E+01-3.8603E+011.8885E0017.8977E+012.2324E+02 4.3587E402 1.6686E+023.3804E+01 - 3.2003E+02
305-1.2342E+02-1.2941E+01-4.3587E0011.8885E+013.1875E+012.2324E+02 4.0422E402 1.4426E+02-9.8685E+00 -3.1434E002
3152.7332E+02- 1.2941E+015.1532E+011.8885E+013.1875E4011.9341E+02 4.2894E402 3.8537E+027.2974E+00 -8.0758E+01
4027332E+024.2661E+014.6332E+011.8885E+017.8977E+011.9341E+02 4.2939E+02 3.8566E0028.2307E+01- 1.0566E402
104
CENTER3.0979E+01 -2.7261E400 4.2481E+00 9.4321E+00 2.6414E+01 2.1147E+02 3.7077E+02 2.3005E+02 1.2787E-01 - 1.9768E+02







3151.9549E+02- 2.0016E+013.5624E+011.8864E+013.1875E+011.1097E+022.8037E+022.5234E4021.6353E+01 - 5.7594E+01
105










CENTER1.4763E+01- 1.0726E-02 25663E400 7.4746E6-00 9.5834E000 2.2012E002 3.8209E+02 2.2888E+02 6.6940E -01 - 21223E+02
287-4.2440E4007.0078E -01 - 1.6757E+011.9631E-071.2967E4013.8047E+026.5956E+023.7024E+02 6.9504E-01 -3.9124E002
288-4.2440E+002.1862E400- 9.7074E+001.9631E-076.1999E+003.8047E+026.5916E+023.7355E+02 2.1845E+00 -3.8750E02
2987.1310E+002.1862E000 1.8966E4011.9631E-076.1999E+005.9774E+011.0515E+027.3412E401 2.2401E+00 - 4.7368E+01
2977.1310E4007.0078E-01 1.764E+011.9631E-071.2967E+015.9774E+011.0609E+027.3721E401 9.9795E -014.9124E+01
307-24187E+01-6.7928E+00 -1.6757E+011.4949E+011.2967E+013.8047E+026.6005E+023.6002E+02 -5.8107E+00 -4.0194E4-02
308-2.4187E+013.8628E+00 - 9.7074E+001.4949E+016.1999E+003.8047E+026.6003E+023.6369E+02 4.3221E+00 - 3.9804E+02
3188.0351E+013.8628E+00 1.8966E+011.4949E+016.1999E+005.9774E+011.2817E+021.1766E+02 9.3777E+00 - 2.3856E+01
3178.0351E+01-6.7928E+00 1.7764E+011.4949E+011.2967E+015.974E4011.3398E+021.1683E402 6.8895E+00 -3.2400E+01
107
CENTER4.7846E+00 1.7349E-01 9.9861E-01 6.8494E+00 3.1185E+00 2.2181E+02 3.8444E+02 2.2475E+02 3.6756E-01 -2.1916E+02
288 -1.3507E+00 -1.5179E-01 -8.3403E+00 1.5338E-07 6.1999E000 3.9291E402 6.8067E402 3.8813E002 -1.5208E-01 -3.9782E+02
289 -1.3507E400 1.2752E+00- 2.8691E -01 1.5338E-07 3.7094E-02 3.9291E+02 6.8054E402 3.9209E+02 1.2752E+00 -3.9373E+02
29924741E+00 1.2752E+00 6.2480E400 1.5338E-07 3.7094E-02 5.0719E+01 8.7963E001 5.5115E+01 1.2752E+00- 4.6393E+01
2982.4741E+00 - 1.5179E -01 6.3737E+00 1.5338E-07 6.1999E+00 5.0719E401 8.8685E+01 5.5540E+01 -1.1288E-01 -4.6731E+01
308 -8.2598E+00 -5.0246E400 -8.3403E+00 1.3699E+01 6.1999E+00 3.9291E+02 6.8104E+02 3.8468E+02 -4.5977E+00 -4.0171E002
309 -8.2598E+00 4.5951E+00 - 2.8691E -01 1.3699E+01 3.7094E-02 3.9291E+02 6.8104E+02 3.8890E+02 4.5918E+00 -3.9744E+02
3192.6275E+01 4.5951E000 6.2480E+00 1.3699E+01 3.7094E-02 5.0719E+01 9.3366E+01 6.9692E+01 4.7278E+00 -3.7301E+01
3182.6275E+01 - 5.0246E+00 6.3737E+00 1.3699E+01 6.1999E+00 5.0719E+01 9.5647E001 6.8623E+01- 4.5384E -01 -4.0545E+01
STRESS OUTPUT FOR 3/0 ELEMENT GROUP1CASE NO.2
ELEMENT OUTPUT VON MISES
NUMBER NODE SIGMA-X1SIGMA-X2SIGMA-X3TAU-X12TAU-X23TAU-X13STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESSES
9
CENTER3.2312E -02. 6.9662E-02 4.5570E-01 3.5795E-01 5.9997E000 2.4598E+01 4.3862E+01 2.5482E001 1.0094E-01 -2.5165E+01
191.4364E+00 1.4670E400 2.4731E400 7.1590E-01 5.4867E-01 2.9863E+01 5.1758E+01 3.1822E+01 1.4939E+00 -2.7940E+01
201.4364E+00 -2.2583E+00 -1.5436E+00 7.1590E-01 1.1451E+01 2.9863E+01 5.5514E+01 3.1518E+01 -1.3068E+00 -3.2577E+01
24 -1.8198E+00 -2.2583E+00 -2.0291E-01 7.1590E-01 1.1451E+01 1.9334E+01 3.8985E401 2.1125E+01 - 1.5159E+00- 2.3890E+01
23 -1.8198E+00 1.4670E+00 1.0962E400 7.1590E-01 5.4867E-01 1.9334E+01 3.3669E401 1.9028E+01 1.5046E+00 -1.9789E+01
272.5958E -01 7.3475E-01 2.4731E+00- 2.5466E-08 5.4867E-01 2.9863E+01 5.1772E+01 3.1255E+01 7.3459E-01 -2.8522E+01
282.5958E -01 - 2.2209E -01 - 1.5436E+00- 2.5466E -08 1.1451E+01 2.9863E+01 5.5420E+01 3.1322E+01 -1.6038E-01 -3.2668E+01
322.5308E-01 -2.2209E-01 -2.0291E-01 -2.5466E-08 1.1451E+01 1.9334E+01 3.8923E+01 2.2436E+01 - 9.8703E-02 - 2.2509E+01
312.5308E-01 7.3475E-01 1.0962E+00 -2.5466E-08 5.4867E-01 1.9334E+01 3.3509E+01 2.0021E+01 7.3437E-01 -1.8672E+01
12
CENTER -3.2312E-02 6.9662E-02 -4.5570E-01 -3.5795E-01 5.9997E000 2.4598E+01 4.3862E401 2.5165E+01 -1.0094E-01 -2.5482E+01
27 -2.5958E-01-7.3475E-01 -2.4731E+00 -2.5466E-085.4867E-012.9863E001 5.1772E+012.8522E+01 -7.3459E-01 4.1255E+01
28 -2.5958E-012.2209E-01 1.5436E+00 -2.5466E-081.1451E+012.9863E+01 5.5420E+013.2668E+01 1.6038E -014.1322E+01
32 -2.5308E-012.2209E-01 2.0291E -01 - 2.5466E-081.1451E+011.9334E+01 3.8923E+012.2509E+01 9.8703E-02 -2.2436E+01
31-2.5308E-01-7.3475E-01 - 1.0962E400- 2.5466E -085.4867E-011.9334E401 3.3509E+011.8672E01 -7.3437E-01 -2.0021E+01
35 -1.4364E+00-1.4670E400 -2.4731E+00 -7.1590E-015.4867E-012.9863E+01 5.1758E+012.7940E+01 -1.4939E+00 -3.1822E+01
36 -1.4364E+002.2583E+00 1.5436E+00 -7.1590E-011.1451E0012.9863E+01 5.5514E+013.2577E+01 1.3068E+00 -3.1518E+01
401.8198E+002.2583E+00 2.0291E -01 - 7.1590E -011.1451E+011.9334E001 3.8985E+012.3890E+01 1.5159E+00- 2.1125E+01
391.8198E+00-1.4670E+00 -1.0962E+00 -7.1590E-015.4867E-011.9334E+01 3.3669E4011.97896401- 1.5046E+00 -1.9028E401
93
CENTER4.9378E+00 3.8697E-01 4.0281E-01 -2.9372E-02 6.3208E+00 4.8955E+01 8.5616E+01 5.2051E+01 4.5412E-01 4.6778E+01
201.1330E+012.2776E+00 1.2126E+00-5.8743E-021.1451E+01 4.4096E+01 7.9495E+01 5.1861E01 28174E+00 -3.9858E+01
2651.1330E+01-1.1829E+00 -7.8166E-01-5.8743E-021.1907E+00 4.4096E+01 7.7391E401 4.9797E+01 -1.1769E+00 -3.9255E+01
2757.9678E+00-1.1829E+00 -1.3792E+00 -5.8743E-021.1907E+00 5.3813E+01 9.3688E+01 5.7323E+01- 1.1810E+00 -5.0736E401
247.9678E+0022776E+00 2.5596E00-5.8743E-021.1451E401 5.3813E+01 9.5456E401 6.0243E+01 2.5002E400 -4.9938E+01
281.5913E-017.6055E-01 1.2126E4-008.2285E-091.1451E4-01 4.4096E+01 7.8915E+01 4.6266E+01 7.2257E-01 -4.4857E+01
2851.5913E-014.0739E-01 -7.8166E-018.2285E-091.1907E+00 4.4096E+01 7.6408E+01 4.3803E+01 4.0705E-01 -4.4426E+01
29529403E-014.0739E-01 -1.3792E+008.2285E-091.1907E+00 5.3813E+01 9.3242E+01 5.3290E+01 4.0710E-01 -5.4376E+01
322.9403E-017.6055E-01 25596E+008.2285E-091.1451E001 5.3813E+01 9.5317E+01 5.6467E+01 7.4035E-01 -5.3593E+01136
94
CENTER6.6621E+00 -1.4438E-01 -6.7097E-01 -1.7164E-01 8.8800E -01 4.9226E+01 8.5565E+01 5.2365E+01 -1.4785E-01 -4.6370E+01
2651.4289E+016.2523E-012.1609E-02-3.4329E-011.1907E+005.3290E+019.3378E+016.0939E+01 6.1672E-01 -4.6620E+01








CENTER8.7255E+00 7.2324E-03 -6.6360E-01 -2.7436E-01 2.7693E-02 4.9850E+01 8.6829E+01 5.4103E+01 6.9107E-03 -4.6040E+01
2661.7658E4-011.4541E+00 2.0779E-01-5.4872E-011.8531E-015.4680E+019.6203E+016.4309E+01 1.4504E+00 -4.6440E+01
2671.7658E+01-6.7859E-01 -1.3650E+00-5.4872E-01-1_2992E-015.4680E+019.6540E+016.3649E+01 -6.7596E-01 -4,7359E+01
2771.7990E+01-6_7859E-01 -1,1479E+00-5.4872E-01-1.2992E-014.5021E4.018.0243E+015.4450E+01 -6.7535E-01 -3.7610E+01
2761.7990E+011.4541E+00 -3.4934E-01-5.4872E-011.8531E-014.5021E+017.9925E+015.4771E+01 1.4496E+00 -3.7126E+01
286-3.4267E-01-1.5986E-01 2.0779E-013.1449E-081.8531E-015.4680E+019_4710E+015.4613E+01 -1.5986E-01 -5.4748E+01
287-3.4267E-01- 5.8669E -01 - 1.3650E+003.1449E-08-1.2992E-015.4680E+019.4713E+015.3829E+01 -5.8669E-01 -5.5536E+01
297-4.0388E-01-5.8669E-01 -1.1479E+003.1449E-08- 1.2992E -014.5021E4-017.7981E+014.4246E+01 -5.8669E-01 -4.5798E+01
296-4.0388E-01-1.5986E-01 -3.4934E-013.1449E-081.8531E-014.5021E+017.7979E+014.4644E+01 -1.5986E-01 -4.5398E+01
96
CENTER1.0819E+01 4.2299E -02- 4.8463E -01 -3.2217E-01 -2.8347E-01 5.0421E+01 8.8036E+01 5.5904E+01 3.8359E -02. 4.5573E+01
2672.0424E+011.2167E+00 -4.6396E-01-6.4434E-01 -1.2992E-015.5039E0019.7433E+016.6004E4-01 1.2196E+00 -4.6047E+01
2682.0424E+01-8.4068E-01 -1.5369E+400-6.4434E-01 -4.3702E-015.5039E+019.7761E+016.5568E+01 -8.2926E-01 -4.6692E+01
2782.3398E+01-8.4068E-01 -2.4427E-01-6.4434E-01 -4.3702E-014.5802E+018.2878E+015.8881E+01 -8.2596E-01 -3.5742E+01
2772.3398E+011.2167E+400 3.0664E-01-6.4434E-01 -1.2992E-014.5802E+018.2510E+015.9091E+01 1.2203E+00 -3.5390E+01
287-45830E-01-1.2646E-01 -4.6396E-012.8714E-08 -1.2992E-015.5039E+019.5332E+015.4578E+01 -1.2646E-01 -5.5501E+01
288-4.5830E-01-4.1875E-01 -1.5369E+002.8714E-08 -4.3702E-015.5039E+019.5340E+015.4046E+01 -4.1876E-01 -5.6041E+01
298-8.6911E-02-4.1875E-01 -2.4427E-012.8714E-08 -4.3702E-014.5802E4-017.9336E+014.5639E+01 -4.1872E-01 -4.5970E+01
297-8.6911E-02-1.2646E-01 3.0664E-012.8714E-08 -1.2992E-014.5802E+017.9334E4014.5913E+01 -1.2646E-01 4.5693E+01
97
CENTER1.3066E+01 -1.3408E-02 - 8.6496E -02 -3.7722E-01 -6. 1966E -01 5.0682E+01 8.8767E+01 5.7596E4-01 -2.2396E-03 -4.4628E+01
2682.3130E+01 1.1511E+00 -5_9780E-01 -7.5443E-01 - 4.3702E -01 5.4614E401 9_7339E+01 6.7156E+01 1.1641E400 -4.4636E+01
2692.3130E+01 -1.1074E400 -1.9417E+00 -7.5443E-01 -8.0229E-01 5.4614E+01 9.7776E4.01 6.6629E+01 -1.0804E+00 -4.5467E+01
2792.9230E+01 -1.1074E+00 8.4962E-01 -7.5443E-01 -8.0229E-01 4.6749E+01 8.6168E+01 6.3896E+01 -1.0712E+00 -3.3852E+01
2782.9230E+01 1.1511E+00 1.3439E+00 -7.5443E-01 -4.3702E-01 4.6749E+01 8.5684E+01 6.4073E+01 1.1678E+00 -3.3516E+01
288 -4.7463E-01 1.1679E-01 -5.9780E-01 3.1032E-08 -4.3702E-01 5.4614E+01 9.4600E-4.01 5.4080E+01 1.1675E -01 -5.5152E+01
289 -4.7463E-01 -2.1410E-01 -1.9417E+00 3.1032E-08 -8.0229E-01 5.4614E+01 9.4618E+01 5.3417E+01 -2.1415E-01 -5.5833E+01
2993.7732E-01 -2.1410E-01 8.4962E-01 3.1032E-08 -8.0229E-01 4.6749E+01 8.0989E+01 4.7370E+01 -2.1392E-01 4.6143E+01
2983.7732E-01 1.1679E-01 1.3439E+00 3.1032E-08 -4.3702E-01 4.6749E+01 8.0983E+01 4.7614E+01 1_1681E-01 -4.5E93E+01
103
CENTER -4.9378E+00 -3.8697E-01 -4.0281E-01 2.9372E-02 6.3208E+00 4.8955E+01 8.5616E+01 4.6778E+01 -4.5412E-01 -5.2051E+01
28-1.5913E-01 -7.6055E -01 -1.2126E+00 8.2285E-091.1451E+01 4.4096E+017.8915E+014.4857E+01 -7.2257E-01 4.6266E+01
285-1.5913E-013.0739E-01 7.8166E-01 8.2285E-091.1907E+00 4.4096E+017.6408E+014.4426E+01 3.0705E-01 -4.3803E+01
295-2.9403E-013.0739E-01 1.3792E+00 8.2285E -091.1907E+00 5.3813E+019.3242E+015.4376E+01 3.0710E-01 -5.3290E+01
32-2.9403E-01 -7.6055E -01 -2.5596E+00 8.2285E-091.1451E+01 5.3813E4-019.5317E +015.3593E+01 -7.4035E-01 -5.6467E+01
36-1,1330E+01- 2.2776E+00 - 1.2126E+00 5.8743E-021.1451E+01 4.4096E+017.9495E+013.9858E+01 -2.8174E+00 -5.1861E+01
305-1.1330E+011.1829E+00 7.8166E-01 5.8743E-021.1907E+00 4.4096E+0177391E +013.9255E+01 1.1769E+00 -4.9797E+01
315-7.9678E+001.1829E+00 1.3792E+00 5.8743E-021.1907E+00 5.3813E+019.3688E+015.0736E+01 1.1810E+00 -5.7323E+01
40-7.9678E+00-2.2776E+00 -2.5596E+00 5.8743E-021_1451E+01 5.3813E+019.5456E+014.9938E+01 - 2.5002E+00 -6.0243E+01
104

















317-1.7990E+016.7859E-011.1479E+005.4872E-01- 1.2992E -014.5021E+018.0243E+013.7610E+016.7535E-01 -5.4450E+01
316-1.7990E+01-1.4541E+0014934E-015.4872E-011.8531E-014.5021E+017.9925E4-013.7126E+01- 1.4496E+00 - 5.4771E +01
106
CENTER -1.0819E+01 4.2299E-02 4.8463E-01 3.2217E-01 -2.8347E-01 5.0421E+01 8.8036E+01 4.5573E+01 3.8359E-02 -5.5904E+01
2874.5830E-011.2646E-01 4.6396E-012.8714E-08 -1.2992E-015.5039E+019.5332E+015.5501E+011.2646E-01 -5.4578E+01
2884.5830E-014.1875E-01 1.5369E+002.8714E-08 -4.3702E-015.5039E+019_5340E+015.6041E+014.1876E-01 -5.4046E+01
2988.6911E-024.1875E-01 2.4427E-012.8714E-08 -4.3702E-014.5802E+017.9336E +014.5970E+0111872E-01 4.5639E+01
2978.6911E-021.2646E -01 -3.0664E-012.8714E-08 -1.2992E-014.5802E4.017.9334E+014.5693E+011.2646E-01 -4.5913E+01
307-2.0424E+01-1.2167E+00 4.6396E-016.4434E-01 -1.2992E-015.5039E+019.7433E+014.6047E+01- 1.2196E+00- 6.6004E +01
308-2.0424E+018.4068E-01 1.5369E4006.4434E-01 -4.3702E-015.5039E4-019.7761E+014.6692E+018.2926E -01 - 6.5568E +01
318-2.3398E+018.4068E-01 2.4427E-016.4434E-01 -4.3702E-014.5802E+018.2878E+013.5742E+018.2596E-01 -5.8881E+01
317-2.3398E4-01-1.2167E+00 -3.0664E-016.4434E-01 -1.2992E-014.5802E+018.2510E+013.5390E401-1.2203E+00 -5.9091E+01
107
CENTER -1.3066E401 1.3408E-02 8.6496E-02 3.7722E-01 -6.1966E-01 5.0682E401 8.8767E+01 4.4628E+01 2.2396E-035.7596E +01







318-2.9230E+01- 1.1511E+00- 1.3439E+007.5443E-01-4.3702E-014.6749E+018.5684E+013.3516E+01- 1.1678E+00 - 6.4073E+01
STRESS OUTPUT FOR 3/0 ELEMENT GROUP 1CASE NO.3
ELEMENT OUTPUT VON MISES
NUMBER NODESIGMA-X1SIGMA-X2SIGMA-X3TAU-X12TAU-X23TAU-X13STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESSES
9










CENTER - 1.7513E+01 - 3.1990E+00 9.8571E+00 1.5869E+01 2.5738E-01 -7.6650E-01 3.6328E+01 9.9994E+00 6.9170E+00- 2.7772E+01
272.4887E+011.5179E+012.7494E+011.6082E+012.0290E-01-1.0548E+003.0096E+013.6931E+012.7404E+013.2248E+00
282.4887E+01- 2.0807E+012.7767E+011.6082E+013.1185E -01- 1.0548E+005.4840E+013.0433E+012.7313E+01- 2.5900E+01







CENTER -9.3960E+01 -2.3550E+01 -1.7757E+01 -2.3547E+01 -4.5974E-01 8.7621E-01 8.4055E+01 -1.6376E+01 -1.7771E+01 -1.0112E+02
202.3556E+02 - 6.5553E+018.8086E+01 - 2.3668E+01-3.1185E-011.3572E+002.6400E+022.3742E+02 8.8076E+01-6.7403E+01
2652.3556E+02 1.8034E+011.2123E+02 -2.3668E+01-6.0762E-011.3572E+001.9289E+022.3812E+02 1.2122E4021.5483E+01
275-4.2388E+02 1.8034E+01- 1.2401E+02- 2.3668E+01-6.0762E-013.9518E-013.9291E+021.9300E+01 -1.2401E+02-4.2515E+02
24-4.2388E+02 -6.5553E+01-1.5634E402 -2.3668E+01-3.1185E-013.9518E-013.2526E+02 -6.3996E+01-1.5634E+02-4.2544E+02
282.3590E+02 - 6.3767E+018.8086E+01 - 2.3426E+01-3.1185E-011.3572E+002.6269E4022.3773E+02 8.8076E+01- 8.5688E+01
28523590E+02 1.7086E+011.2123E+02 -2.3426E+01-6.0762E-011.3572E4001.9388E+022.3839E402 1.2122E4021.4601E401
295-4.2342E+02 1.7086E+01-1.2401E+02 -2.3426E+01-6.0762E-013.9518E-013.9172E+021.83316-01 -1.2401E+02-4.2486E+02
32-4.2342E.02 -6.3767E+01-1.5634E+02 -2.3426E+01-3.1185E-013.9518E-013.2600E402 -6.2247E.01-1.5634E+02-4.24946.02
94










CENTER -9.5264E+01 -1.8598E+00 -4.9717E+00 -2.2558E+01 -5.3570E-01 3.4794E-01 9.9856E+01 3.3268E+00 -4.9933E+00 -1.0043E+02
2668.1450E+01-5.3828E+006.2157E+01-2.2605E+01 -4.2763E-01-2.6999E-028.8149E+018.6983E+01 6.2158E+01 -1.0917E+01
2678.1450E+017.9760E-016.5944E+01-2.2605E+01 -6.4377E-01-2.6999E-028.3838E+018.7355E+01 6.5948E+01 -5.1111E+00
277-2.7311E+027.9760E-01-7.1418E-01-2.2605E+01 -6.4377E-017.2288E-012.4899E+022.6551E+00 -7.1420E+01 -2.7497E+02
276-2.7311E+02-5.3828E+00- 7.6569E+01- 2.2605E+01 -4.2763E-017.2288E-012.4336E402-3.4859E+00 - 7.6568E+01- 2.7501E+02
2868.2182E401-4.3691E+006.2157E+01-2.2512E+01 -4.2763E-01-2.6999E-028.7635E+018.7688E+01 6.2158E+01 -9.8768E400
2878.2182E4-011.5150E+006.5944E+01-2.2512E+01 - 6.4377E -01- 2.6999E -028.3562E+018.8041E+01 6.5948E+01 - 4.3478E+00
297-2.7158E+021.5150E+00-7.1418E+01-2.2512E+01 -6.4377E-017.2288E-012.4800E+023.3629E+00 -7.1420E+01 -2.7342E+02
296-2.7158E+02-4.3691E+00-7.6569E+01-2.2512E+01 4.2763E-017.2288E-012.4257E+02-2.4839E+00 -7.6568E+01 -2.7346E+02
96
CENTER -9.5176E+01 3.5529E-01 -2.5265E+00 -2.1945E+01 -5.2336E-01 -2.7392E-01 1.0151E+02 5.1975E+00 -2.5683E+00 -9.9976E+01
2678.4597E+009.8041E-013.9591E+01-2.1758E+01-6.4377E-01-3.3150E-015.1766E+013.9627E+012.6762E+01-1.7358E+01
2688.4597E+00-7.6037E-013.9914E+01-2.1758E+01- 4.0296E -01- 3.3150E -015.2777E+013.9933E+012.6072E-01-1.8392E+01







CENTER -9.4677E+01 -2.2985E-01 -2.1471E+00 -2.1568E+01 -2.4627E-01 -7.0309E-01 1.0070E+02 4.4851E+00 -2.1659E+00 -9.9373E+01
268-6.2981E+01 -4.3878E-011.4267E+01-2.1352E+01-4.0296E-01-6.6575E-018.0107E+011.4311E+016.1141E+00- 6.9579E+01








CENTER -9.3960E+01 -2.3550E+01 -1.7757E+01 -2.3547E+01 4.5974E-01 4.7622E-01 8.4055E+01 -1.6376E+01 -1.7771E+01 -1.0112E+02
282.3590E+02 -6.3767E+018.8086E+01 -2.3426E+013.11856-01-1.3572E+002.6269E+022.3773E+028.8076E4-01 4.5588E+01








CENTER -9_4711E+01 -4.3534E+00 -2.3165E+01 5.1763E-01 -6.4131E-01 1.0417E+02 1.1355E+01 -4.3563E+00 -9.9776E+01 6.2863E400
2851.5885E+021.6702E+019.2799E+01-2.2696E+016.0762E -01- 1.3910E+001.2936E+021.6241E+029.2784E+011.3158E+01








CENTER -9.5264E+01 -1.8598E+00 -4.9717E+00 -2.2558E+01 5.3570E-01 -3.4794E-01 9.9856E+01 3.3268E+00 -4.9933E+03 -1.0043E+02
2868.2182E+01-4.3891E+006.2157E+01 - 2.2512E+014.2763E-012.6998E-028.71335E+018.7688E+01 6.2158E+01 - 9.6788E+00
2878_2182E+011.5150E+006.5944E+01 -2.2512E+016.4377E-012.6998E-028.3562E+018.8041E401 6.5948E+01 -4.3478E+00
297-2.7158E+021.5150E+00-7.1418E+01 -2.2512E+016.4377E -01- 7.2288E -012.4800E+023.3629E+00 -7.1420E+01 -2.7342E+02
296-2.7158E+02-4.3691E+00-7.6669E+01 -2.2512E+014.2763E-01-7.2288E-012.4257E+02-2.4839E+00 -7.6568E+01 -2.7346E+02
3068.1450E+01-5.3828E+006.2157E+01 - 2.2605E+014.2763E-0126998E-028.8149E+018.6983E+01 6.2158E+01 - 1.0917E+01
3078.1450E+017.9760E-016.5944E+01 -2.2605E+016.4377E-012.6998E-028.3838E+018.7355E+01 6.5948E+01 -5.1111E+03
317-2.7311E+027.9760E-01-7.1418E+01 -2.2605E+016.4377E-01-7.2288E-012.4899E+022.6551E+00- 7.1420E+01 -2.7497E+02
316-2.7311E+02-5.3828E+00-7.8569E+01 -2.2605E+014.2763E-01-7.2288E-012.4336E+02-3.4859E+00 -7.8568E+01 -2.7501E+02
106





















In the next pages, the sensitivity analysis program is shown. The program
is written in FORTRAN.
The program consists of a main menu and three sub-menus,each offering
two analysis options.The main menu prompts for selection of the sensor to be
analyzed.When one of the optionsis selected,the program goesto the
appropriate sub-menu and prompts for the type of analysis to be performed, i.e.,
linear or angular analysis.When one of these options is selected,the program
prompts for appropriatevalues of necessaryvariables and runs the analysis.
The results of the analysis are written to the correspondingoutput file,
which is ready for a graphical display using a spreadsheet.Finally, the program
asks if further analysis is desired or not.140
PROGRAM SENSITIVITY
* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE SENSITIVITY IN STRESS VARIATION FOR*
* THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF ELASTIC ELEMENTS EMPLOYED IN THREE FORCE*
* SENSORS.












C*********"******* MAIN MENU STARTS HERE *************************
10 PRINT*,' MAIN MENU
PRINT',"
PRINT*,' 1) TRUSS SENSOR
PRINT*,' 2) STEWART PLATFORM
PRINT*,' 3) CROSS-STRUCTURE SENSOR
PRINT*,"




ELSE IF (A.EQ.2) THEN
GOTO 100
ELSE IF (A.EQ.3) THEN
GOTO 150
ELSE
PRINT*,WRONG NUMBER, TRY AGAIN'
GOTO 10
END IF
C**************** TRUSS SENSOR ANALYSIS *********************
50 PRINT*,' 1) LINEAR SENSITIVITY
PRINT*,' 2) ANGULAR SENSITIVITY
PRINT',"




ELSE IF (B.EQ.2) THEN
GOTO 70
ELSE
PRINT','NUMBER MUST BE 1 OR 2, TRY AGAIN'
GOTO 50
END IF141
C ******'*""********* LINEAR SENSITIVITY **********************
55PRINT',' ENTER LENGHT, WIDTH AND HEIGHT OF THE BEAM '
READ*,L,W,H
PRINT*,' ENTER THE LOAD VALUE'
READ*, F
56 PRINT*,'ENTER THE RANGE OF THE BEAM TO BE ANALYZED'
PRINT*,'AND THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE FOLLOWING'
PRINT*,'ORDER: MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, No. OF POINTS '

























C *****"`*************** ANGULAR SENSITIVITY
70 PRINT*,'PLEASE ENTER THE STRESS FIELD AT THE POINT OF INTEREST'
PRINT*,'SIGX, SIGY, AND TAUXY '
PRINT*,THE PROGRAM COMPUTES SIGX AT DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS'
PRINT*,'AND EVALUATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EACH OF THESE'
PRINT*,'VALUES AND THE SIGX ON THE ZERO DEGREES LINE'
PRINT*,"
READ*,SIGX,SIGY,TXY
PRINT*,'ENTER THE RANGE AND No.OF POINTS OF ANGLE IN DEGREES'
PRINT*,'IN THE FORM: RANGE,No.OF POINTS'






















C ******************* STEWART PLATFORM ANALYSIS *****************
100 PRINT,' 1) LINEAR SENSITIVITY
PRINT,' 2) ANGULAR SENSITIVITY
PRINT',"




ELSE IF (B.EQ.2) THEN
GOTO 109
ELSE
PRINT*,'NUMBER MUST BE 1 OR 2, TRY AGAIN'
GOTO 100
END IF
C ********************* LINEAR SENSITIVITY *********************
101 PRINT,'ENTER LENGHT, AND DIAMETER OF THE BEAM'
READ *, L, D
PRINT,' ENTER THE LOAD VALUE'
READ *, F
103 PRINT*,'ENTER THE RANGE OF THE BEAM TO BE ANALYZED'
PRINT*,'AND THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE FOLLOWING'
PRINT*,'ORDER: MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, No.OF POINTS'

























C **********m******** ANGULAR SENSITIVITY **********************
109 PRINT*,'PLEASE ENTER THE STRESS FIELD AT THE POINT OF INTEREST
PRINT*,'SIGX, SIGY, AND TAUXY '
PRINT*,'THE PROGRAM COMPUTES SIGX AT DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS'
PRINT*,'AND EVALUATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EACH OF THESE
PRINT*,'VALUES AND THE SIGX ON THE ZERO DEGREES LINE
PRINT*,"
READ*,SIGX,SIGY,TXY
PRINT*,'ENTER THE RANGE AND NUMBER OF POINTS OF ANGLE IN DEGREES'
PRINT*,'IN THE FORM: RANGE, No.OF POINTS'
PRINT*,THE REFERENCE POINT IS AT AN ANGLE = 0 DEGREES'




















C ********************* CROSS-STRUCTURE ANALYSIS *******************
150 PRINT*,' 1) LINEAR SENSITIVITY
PRINT*,' 2) ANGULAR SENSITIVITY
PRINT*,"




ELSE IF (B.EQ.2) THEN
GOTO 161
ELSE
PRINT*,'NUMBER MUST BE 1 OR 2, TRY AGAIN'
GOTO 150
END IF
C ************************ LINEAR SENSITIVITY ******************
155 PRINT*: ENTER LENGHT, WIDTH AND HEIGHT OF THE BEAM '
READ*,L,W,H
PRINT*,' ENTER THE LOAD VALUE '
READ'',F
PRINT*,'ENTER THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY IN PSI '
READ*,E
156 PRINT*,'ENTER THE RANGE OF THE BEAM TO BE ANALYZED'
PRINT*,'AND THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE FOLLOWING'
PRINT*,'ORDER: MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, No.OF POINTS'
PRINT*NINIMUM MUST BE THE REFERENCE POINT
PRINT*,"
READ*,MI,MA,POINTS
IF (MA GT.L) THEN





















C *********************** ANGULAR SENSITIVITY
161 PRINT*,'PLEASE ENTER THE STRESS FIELD AT THE POINT OF INTEREST
PRINT*,'SIGX, SIGY, AND TAUXY '
PRINT*,THE PROGRAM COMPUTES SIGX AT DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS'
PRINT*,'AND EVALUATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EACH OF THESE'
PRINT*,'VALUES AND THE SIGX ON THE ZERO DEGREE LINE'
PRINT*,"
READ*,SIGX,SIGY,TXY
PRINT*,'ENTER THE RANGE AND No.OF POINTS OF ANGLE IN DEGREES'145
PRINT*,'IN THE FORM: RANGE, No.OF POINTS'

























ELSE IF (ANSWER.EQ.'N') THEN
GOTO 990
ELSE






SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION PROGRAM
In the next pages,thesubroutinethat performsthesingularvalue
decompositionof an arbitrary matrix A is shown.This program is written in the
C language and was taken from ref.[17]. To run the program, the matrix A must
be typed in a separatefile, using a text editor such as the MS-DOS editor.
The singular value decompositionmethodis basedon the following
theorem [17]: any M x N matrix A whose number of rows M is greater than or
equal to its number of columns N, can be written as the product of an M x N
column-orthogonalmatrix U, an N x N diagonal matrix W with positive or zero
elementswhich are called singular values,and the transposeof an N x N
orthogonal matrix V.
[A]=[U][141][VT]
The program performs the decomposition and returns each of the matrices
separately.The first two pages show the main program and printing of results.
The next sectionis the subroutinethat actually performs the singular value
decomposition.147

















v=matrix(1,NP,1,NP); rread input matrices */
if ((fp = fopen("matrx3.dat","r")) == NULL)





























printf("Diagonal of matrix w\n");
for (k=1;k<=n;k++)
printf("%12.6111,w[k]);



























free matrix(u, 1 , MP, 1 , NP);




#define PYTHAG(a,b) ((at=fabs(a)) > (bt=fabs(b)) ? \
(ct=bt/at,arsqrt(1.0+ct*ct)) : (bt ? (ct=at/bt,besqrt(1.0+ct*ct)): 0.0))
static float maxargl,maxarg2;
#define MAX(a,b) (maxarg1=(a),maxarg2=(b),(maxarg1) > (maxarg2) ?X
(maxarg1) : (maxarg2))
*define SIGN(a,b) ((b) >= 0.0 ? fabs(a) : -fabs(a))















if (i <= m) {










if (i != n) {
for (j=1;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=i;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i] "a[k][j];
f=s/h;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += ra[k][i];
}
}





if (i <= m && i != n) {











if (i != m) {
for (j=1;j<=m;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=1;k<=n;k++) s += a[j][kra[i][k];
for (k=1;k<=n;k++) a[j][k] += srvi[k];
}
}











for (s=0.0,k=1;k<=n;k++) s += a[i][k]'v[k][j];
















if (i != n) {
for (j=1;j<=n;j++) {
for (s=0.0,k=1;k<=m;k++) s += a[k][i] *a[k][j];
f-(s/a[i][1])g;
for (k=i;k<=m;k++) a[k][j] += ra[k][1];
}
}






































if (I == k) {
if (z < 0.0) {
w[k] = -z;





























































TIME AND COST ESTIMATIONS
In this section, a more detailed explanation of the time and cost estimation for
each sensor is presented.These estimates were provided by Mr. Charles Maitle
from the Electrical EngineeringMachine Shopand,accordingto him, the
estimates must be consideredonly as a rough estimation.The next table shows
the time estimate for the Truss sensor. The rate per hour was set as $26.00/hr.
ONE SENSOR SIX SENSORS
OPERATION DESCRP. TIME (HRS) TIME (HR)








make beams 12 60
total time 28 114
Table 5. Time estimation for the Truss sensor.154
The next table shows the estimate for the Stewart-Platform.Again, the
hourly rate was set at $26.00/hr.
ONE SENSOR SIX SENSORS
OPERATION DESCRIP. TIME (HRS) TIME (HRS)
Cut legs and blanks for
the plates
3.5 8
set up, drill top and
bottom plates
8 20





total time 28.5 82
Table 6. Time estimation for the Stewart-Platform.155
The final estimateis for the Cross Structure.Again, the rate was set at
$26.00/hr.This estimateis shown in the next table
ONE SENSOR SIX SENSORS
TIME (HRS) TIME (HRS)
square a solid block 2 10
vice tooling 2 2
brooching ends 6 30
brooching parts 10 39
make electrodes 6 10
EDM tooling 3 3
EDM process 8 36
total time 37 130
Table 7. Time estimation for the Cross sensor.